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Abstract

Current Foreign Military Sales (FMS) models provide stock levels that result in a very

,,, stern aailabilit\ or a funding requirement that exceeds the overall budget. The

purpose of this research was to determine if an inventory model exists that can be used in

FMS reparable sparing to provide a more efficient and economical inventory purchase.

The Aircraft Sustainabilitv MIodel (ASM) is such a model. providing the most aircraft

availability possible from a given inventory investment by computing the optimal number

ot spare parts to buy for each item.

FMS data was obtained from two sources - the International Data System (IDS) and

the International Weapon Item Projection System (IWIPS). Both systems are currently

used in FMS reparable sparing to provide stock level requirements to customer countries.

The data obtained from these FMS systems included part data. program data, and actual

recommended stock level quantities calculated by the respective FMS systems.

The ASM when compared to the current FMS models computed reasonable stock

levels and provided better aircraft availability for a given level of expenditure. The

comparison verified that the ASM is preferable to current FMS reparable sparing

techniques in the computation of stock level requirements.



THE APPLICATION OF A READINESS-BASED SPARING MODEL

TO FOREIGN MILITARY SALES

1. Introduction

General Issue

The sale of a weapon system and its associated spare parts and accessories to an allied

foreign country can constitute "an investment in the national security and well-beingliof the

United States" (DISAM. 1992:6).

Foreign Military Sales (FMS) provide our allies with the means of defending their

own nations, making them stronger and better able to share in the defense of the free

world. The US can then reserve our armed forces for more significant threats to our own

national security (DISAM, 1992:6).

In addition to preserving the national security, FMS also boosts the US economyi:

...each $ I billion spent on new procurement in the United States for foreign military
sales. whether FMS or foreign national funds. directly creates or preserves over
20.(0)0 man years of employment. This $1 billion generates in excess of $1.X billion
of income as well as significant exports to help balance US trade with foreign
nations. That $1.8 billion of income, in turn, produces over $40() million of tax
revenue for the US Government. (DISAM. 1992:6)

In January of 1993. US industry made a profit of $1.2 billion from the sale of 47 F-16

aircraft to Egypt alone. Follow-on support for that one sale generated $ 1.7 billion

(Noonan. 1993:unnumbered). In boosting the economy of the US in this way. FNIS

contributes to the "well-being of the United States" (DISAM. 1992:6).

The US has a reciprocal responsibility to our FMS customers. When weapon systems

are sold. the US is responsible for ensuring that our "customers plan for and obtain all

necessary support items. training, and services required to introdtuce and operate major



systems/equipment" (DISAM. 1492:325). The US must support the weapon system

throughout its entire expected service life (DISAM. 1992:325). Two phases are

considered in the planning of this support -- initial support and follow-on support.

"Initial support is provided to the purchaser before o)r at the same time the system or

major item is delivered" tDISAM. 1992:325). Initial support provides the spare parts

required to support the weapon system during its initial period of service, the period

between delivery of the system and the beginning of tollow-on support (DISAM.

1992:326). "Follow-()n support is normally defined as that support provided on a day-to-

day basis subsequent to the initial support period and prior to removal of the end item

trom the inventor•)" (DISAM. 1992:325). In oirder to best suppoirt the weapon systems

we sell. the US must consider both of these phases. However. the inventory requirements

for initial support establish a foundation for follow-on support so that the determination of

the level of initial support is crucial to the lifetime support of a weapon system.

The initial support period usually lasts for a 12 to 24 month period (DISAM.

1992:326). The level o)t support during this period varies from weapon system to weapon

system. "A driving force in determining the amount of initial support to be provided for a

particular weapon system for a customer country, is often the amount of money that the

country is willing to invest" (DISAM. 1992:325). Another concept that must be

co)nsidered in determining the level of support is reliability. "The selection ,f parts must

be aimed at reducing downtime in order that the weapon system can perform its

designated mission in the most cost-effective manner." (DISAM. 1992:326). The US has

the responsibility. then. of providing countries with an econlomical and efficient inventory

purchase.

Currently there are several reparable sparing models available for use in determining

inventory requirements for the initial support period in FMS. The com[putational

foundation tor these models is Air Force Logiistics ('mmland Regulation (AFLCR! 57-27.

The calculations within this regulatiom result in the buying oft large amount,, f spare parts



to support various weapon systems. The parts bought are often not the ones needed.

resulting in additional part purchases. The calculations within AFLCR 57-27 and the

models that are based on these calculations do not provide for an efficient and economical

inventory purchase.

The Air Force. as well as the other DoD Components. have been directed to compute

inventory requirements using models that relate inventory to the operational availability of

the weapon system. "The models should be capable of: (1) Optimizing support to achieve

weapon svstem readiness goals for the least cost, [or] (2) Maximizing weapon system

readiness for a specified level of funding" (Department of Defense. 1993:3-1 to 3-2). A

similar model that relates inventory stockage to system performance is needed for FMS

reparable sparing. The model should be efficient and economical in that it buys those parts

that contribute the most to the operational availability of the weapon system within a

specified cost constraint.

"Availability is defined as the probability that a system is operating satisfactorily at

any point in time" (Kapur and Lamberson, 1977:225). Aircraft availability is the

probability that an aircraft is capabk of operating satisfactorily at any point in time or that

the aircraft has all of its essential parts and is capable of performing its mission (Niklas,

1992:3). For the purposes of this thesis, operational availability of the weapon system is

referred to as aircraft availability.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this research is to determine if an inventory model exists that can be

used in Foreign Military Sales (FMS) reparable sparing to provide the greatest possible

aircraft availability from a given inventory investment.

Research Ouestions

In order to fulfill the purpose of this research, the following questions will be

answered:

3



I. What computational methods for initial support requirements of an FMS customer

have been used in the past?

2. What mathematical models have been used in the past to obtain the most aircraft

availability possible from a given inventory investment?

3. Which one of these available models is appropriate for use in FMS reparable sparing?

4. How does the chosen model compare to the current method for FMS reparable

sparing?

a. Does it spend less providing a better mix of parts for the investment?

b. Does it use aircraft availability as a primary measure of effectiveness?

Scope and Limitations

Even though both the initial support and follow-on support phases are important in

the lifetime support of a weapon system. this thesis focuses on the initial support phase

and particularly on the determination of an appropriate model to use in FMS reparable

sparing during this phase. Comparisons are made between the models currently being

used and existing availability based models. A model is selected based on these

comparisons. The model selected must: be convenient to use, provide performance

measures. ensure an efficient inventory investment, and maximize aircraft availability

subject to a cost constraint.

Although the data used by the various models may be questionable, it is not the focus

of this thesis to investigate the data. The application of the thesis results may thus be

limited by the accuracy of the input data.

Definitions

The models to be discussed are mathematical (analytical) models that represent a

foreign Air Force's reparable item inventory system. A reparable. or recoverable, item is

one that is designed to be repaired when broken and then reused.

4



The models are multi-indenture as well as muiti-echelon. They are multi-indenture in

that they consider at least two levels, or indentures, of components. The components

considered are line replaceable units (LRUs) and shop replaceable units (SRUs). An LRU

is "a component typically removed from the aircraft at the flight line, rather than in a back

shop" (lsaacson and others. 1988:xv). An SRU is "a subcomponent of an LRU, typically

removed from the LRUJ in the shop" (lsaacson and others. 1988:xvi).

The models are multi-echelon in that they consider logistics activities (supply.

maintenance, and transportation) within a three-level, hierarchical logistics structure:

flight lines, local base repair shops, and depots (lsaacson and others. 1988:5).

Reparable components essentially move upward in this hierarchy. Reparable parts
are removed from the aircraft at the flight line and are serviced at base level. If not
reparable there .... they are sent on to the depot ...Stocks of serviceable spare part; may
be held at any level, and over time these spares are sent down the hierarchy to replace
the reparable ones that have been sent up. (Isaacson and others. 1988:5)

The models compute the number of LRUs and SRUs that flow through logistics

resupply pipelines over time. A pipeline is:

a network of repair and transportation processes through which reparable and
serviceable parts flow as they are removed fr'om their higher assemblies, repaired.
and requisitioned from other points of supply. (lsaacson and others. 1988:xv)

Overview

This chapter presented the management issue that prompted this thesis -- an

economical and efficient FMS reparable sparing method. The current FMS reparable

sparing methods are inefficient and do not directly relate stockage to aircraft availability.

Several mathematical models exist that maximize aircraft availability tfr a given

inventory investment. This thesis determines which (if any) of these existing models are

appropriate for use in FMS reparable sparing. The literature on these mathematical

models of reparable item inventory systems is reviewed in the following chapter. The

5



computational methods that have been used in the past to determine the initial support

requirements of an FMS customer are also reviewed.

An explanation of the approach used in this thesis is provided in Chapter Ill. The

approach includes evaluating and selecting an availability-based model for use in FMS

reparable sparing, collecting data, developing the application of the model, and validating

the model through comparing the results of the chosen model with the results of the

current method for FMS reparable sparing.

In Chapter IV. the inventory model is validated. Comparisons are made between

current models being used and the chosen availability-based model. An evaluation of how

the chosen model compares to the current sparing method is made.

The result of this thesis is an inventory model that can be used in FMS reparable

sparing to provide a more efficient and economical inventory purchase. The implications

of this result are explained in Chapter V.

61



I.Literature Review

Overview

Now that the need for an availability-based inventory model to be used in FMS

reparable sparing has been established, the literature on current methods used to compute

initial support requirements of an FMS customer and on existing availability-based models

is reviewed. The review addresses: the computational foundation and current models

used for FMS reparable sparing, the theoretical and mathematical foundations of reparable

item inventory models, and the development of inventory models based on the Multi-

Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control (METRIC).

FMS Reparable Sparing Models

Two current models being used in FMS reparable sparing are: the International

Weapon Item Projection System (IWIPS) and the International Data System (IDS). These

models use similar methodologies in computing a spares quantity. The methodologies are

based on Air Force Logistics Command Regulation (AFLCR) 57-27.

Computational Foundation for Current Models (AFLCR 57-27). AFLCR 57-27

provides policy and procedures for determining "initial spare and repair parts requirements

to support Air Force weapon systems and end articles" (Department of the Air Force,

1991:3). There are four basic pipeline computations used in calculating the total initial

spares requirement for a part. The four pipeline segments include the base repair pipeline.

the base order and ship time (OST) quantity. the depot repair pipeline, and the base level

and depot level condemnation quantity (Department of the Air Force, 1991:2K-29). The

formulas used in the computation of these pipeline segments are presented in Appendix A.

International Weapon Item Proiection System HIWIPSM. The IWIPS is a database that

contains information on "parts and equipment required to support a weapon system

activation and (that) projects initial support requirements of a given weapon system sale

7



under FMS concepts and requirements" (Department ot the Air Force. 1983: I - I ). IW IPS

was developed in the I 97 0s as a minicomputer-based system at San Antonio ALC. TX.

The initial spares computations within the IWIPS are based on the computations

within AFLCR 57-27 (Mueller, 1992:unnumbered). These IWIPS computations are

presented in Appendix A.

International Data System (IDS). The "IDS is a computer data base. containinl

information on spare parts. for specified FMS programs" (Mueller. 1992:unnumbered .

The IDS is used to compute initial spares quantities for various FMS programs such as the

F- 16 aircraft. The initial spares computations within the IDS are identical to those within

the IWIPS except that the IDS does not compute a safety stock level (Peterson.

I )92:unnumbered).

Intermediate Conclusions. Current FMS reparable sparing models use the "item

approach" (Sherbrooke. 1992:3). "Traditional inventory theory uses the item approach.

where the spares for an item are determined by simple formulas that balance the costs of

holding inventory. ordering, and stockout" (Sherbrooke. 1992:3). The item approach

projects the number of spare parts needed for an item without considering the other items

on the svstem. The consideration of only one item at a time may lead to a very low system

availability or a funding requirement for all parts that exceeds the overall budget

(Sherbrooke. 1992:3). Thus the item approach is not very efficient or economical: "the

availability and total investment in the system of items are uncontrolled outputs of the item

decisions " (Sherbrooke. 1992:3).

According to Sherbrooke. a preferred alternative for reparable item inventory

management is the "system approach" (Sherbrooke. 1992:2).

The system approach presents the manager with an availability-cost curve of
efficient system alternatives .... Any points below the curve are 'inefficient' in that it is
possible to find solutions on the curve with more availability or less cost: points
above the curve are unobtainable. The manager chooses the point on the curve that
meets the availability requirements within budget limitations. (Sherbrooke. I992:3)

X



In providing tor the most availability possible from a given inventor) investment, the

systern approach provides the optimal number of spare parts to buy for each item:

The mismatch between item-level decisions awid system resources. such as money, or
system performance requirements does not exist when the system approach is used.
Each point on the optimal system cost-effectiveness curve corresponds to a set of
stockage policies - a stock level for every item. (Sherbrooke. 1992:4)

The system approach then pro% ides for an efficient and economical inventory

purchase such as is required in FMS reparable sparing. The METRIC-based models to be

discussed use this system approach.

Foundations of Systems-Based Reparable Item Inventory Models

There are several principles, processes. and theorems that form the theoretical and

mathematical foundations of reparable item inventory models. These principles.

processes. and theorems include (S-I.S) ordering policies. Poisson processes. Palm's

Theorem. and the nature of demands (whether stationary or dynamic). Understanding

such concepts assists in understanding reparable item inventory models. In understanding

how well a reparable item inventory system performs. it is important to understand the

measurement criteria used in assessing the system's performance.

(S-I.S) Ordering Policies. The theory of one-for-one (S-1,S) ordering policies is the

foundation for the reparable item inventory models reviewed. In order to understand this

policy, the normal supply process must be understood. Parts break. If possible. they are

repaired at the base: if not. they are shipped to the depot. The base will provide a spare to

the customer if available. If no spares are available at the base. the customer must wait for

a spare from the depot or for a repair at the base (Nahinias. 198 1:254).

The inventory position at the base, then, is defined as the total number of units on

hand plus units due in from base and depot repair minus backorders. The base maintains

its inventory position at a fixed stockage objective, S. and follows an (S- I.S) ordering

policy. Whenever one or more units is demanded. the inventory' position falls below S (at

9



least to S- I ). To restore S, an order is placed for an equal number of units that have been

demanded. Net inventory, which is on hand minus backorders. becomes negative

whenever backorders exist (Nahmias. 1981:254).

Poi.sson Processes. Poisson processes "closely approximate real-world arrival

processes" (Crawford. 1981:1). An arrival process is a counting process - "some group ot

entities (people. aircraft. etc.). each of which may give rise to some event of interest

(make a telephone call, have a radio failure. etc.) in each time interval" (Crawford.

1981: 1)M Assume the entities are numbered successively (I. 2.3 .... n) and associated

with each is a random variable. x(i), that is set to one if the entity caused an event or zero

if the entity did not. The total number of events or number of arrivals. y. in some fixed

time interval is the sum of all x(i) (Crawford. 198 ]:W0).

Suppose that Pr{ x(i) = I I = p(i). If the entities act independently and all the p(i) are
equal to some value p, y has a binomial distribution. If n is fairly large -!nd p is
small, the Poisson distribution with mean np provides a very good approximation to
the distribution of y. (Crawford, 198 1: 10)

Because the number of intervals during which a demand can occur is very large (each

interval being short. lasting only a day or less), the number of demands in each interval is

independent of the demands occurring in any other interval, and the probability of a

demand in each interval is some small number. Poisson distributions are used to describe

the demand process within reparable item inventory models:

the Poisson distribution is a good approximation to an arrival process
generated by a collection of entities acting independently of one another, each
with a small probability of generating an event in a given short time interval.
(Crawford. 1981:10)

Poisson Distribution. A counting process. I N(t). t_>()}, is said to be a Poisson process

with mean rate ý. if the following assumptions are true:

I1)



1. 1 N(t). t_>) has stationary independent increments:
2. tor any times s and t such that s<t. the N(t) - N(s) counts in the interval (s.t) is
Poisson-distributed. with mean X(t-s). That is.
(Sherbrooke. 1966:2)

PIN(tu - N(s) = k = e'(t-s)kat-sk/k! k=(.l)2.... (1

The distribution of time between arrivals, or demands, is exponential (Feeney and

Sherbrooke, 1966:4-5)

Compound Poisson Processes. A generalization (f the simple Poisson is the

compound Poisson. The compound Poisson involves batches of demand rather than single

demands (Feeney and Sherbrooke. 1966:4-5). The compound Poisson represents "a series

of customers with Poisson arrivals who demand an amount which has an independent

discrete distribution" (Feeney and Sherbrooke. 1966:5).

The compound Poisson has three properties:

I. Any compound Poisson distribution with a positive, discrete compounding
distribution has a variance that equals or exceeds its mean.
"2. The compound Poisson distributions are the most general class of 'memorless
discrete distributions.
3. The summation of N independent compound Poisson processes with mean
customer arrival rates k l, k2....N yields a compound Poisson process with mean
customer arrival rate X = the sum over all N of Xi. (Sherbrooke. 1966:7)

The negative binomial distribution is an example of a compound Poisson. Several

distributions, such as the logarithmic and geometric, can be combined with the Poisson to

obtain the negative binomial distribution (Hadley and Whitin. 1963:90):

px)= In - I pn (I - p)x 0 < p < 1. x = 0.1.2.... (2)

The mean. M. (f the negative binomial is n( I-p)/p. The variance, V. of the negative

binomial is n(l-p)/p 2 (Hadley and Whitin. 1963: 100). The variance-to-mean ratio, then, is

V/M or I/p.

Palm's Theorem. Another theorem that plays an important role in reparable item

inventory models is Palm's Theorem. There are two forms tf this theorem. the classical

form and the generalized torm.

I I



The classical form of Palm's Theorem addresses steady state. or stationarN. arrival

processes: if

1. Demands are Poisson with arrival rate. X.. and
2. The resupply time is an arbitrary probability distribution with mean T
(Feeney and Sherbrooke. 1966:3)
3. The resupply times are independent (if each other and (if the demand
process. (Crawford. 1981:5)

The number of assets in resupply is Poisson with mean. XT. The steady state probabilit\

that x units are in resupply is (XT)xe-XT / x' (Feeney and Sherbrooke. 1966:5). Palli •s

Theorem requires an infinite server queuing system. Within reparable item inventorN

models, this translates to the availability of unlimited repair resources.

The above formi of Palm's theorem incorporates a simple Poisson. This can be

modified to incorporate a compound Poisson distribution.

The classical form of Palm's Theorem provides the basis for the generalized. or

dynamic. form of the theorem. The generalized form addresses dynamic, or non-

stationary, arrival processes.

Nature of Demands. All the reparable inventory models reviewed assume that

demands for parts are independent. The breaking of one part does not influence the

breaking of another part. Earlier METRIC-based models assume that "the distribution ot

demand over some future period of interest, such as six months. is stationary"

(Sherbrooke. 1968: 129). Later models, such as Dyna-METRIC. address dynamic

demands due to changing operational tempos during wartime (Isaacson and Others.

199h:7). Isaacson describes Hillestad and Carrillo's 19() efforts:

Hillestad and Carrillo (1980) demonstrated that Palm's result could be
extended to the dynamic wartime situation. In their formulation. the time-
dependent component removals due to operational demands (e.g.. daily
demands over some time interval) are combined with the time-dependent
repair or transportatio n capability (e.g.. the probability that an item entering
the pipeline segment at time s will still be in the pipeline segment at time t)
to estimate the expected pipeline quantity size over time. They also extended
Palm's orieinal result to show that the pipeline distribution would be Poisson--
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even under conditions of time-varying demands and repair. (Isaacson and

others. 19t8:8

Measurement Criteria. In assessing the pertormance ot a reparable item invenrtr\

svstem. one of three measurement criteria has typically been used. The three criteria are

fill rate. backorders. and aircraft availability rate.

Fill Rate. Fill rate is the probability that at least one spare item is available on the

warehouse shelf when a demand for an item occurs: it is the probability that the number of

demands during the resupply time are strictly less than the spare stock level. A pure or

compound Poisson can be used in calculating the fill rate. Because p x I ýT here

represents the steady-state probability ot x items in resuppl\. a pure Poisson is used:

S-I
- plx I)J (3)

X=( )

wvhere
S = spare stock level
ýT= expected number ot broken items

(expected pipeline quantity
. = averag-e dail'v demands

T average resupply time
(Forshaw and others. 1986:8)

Backorders. Backorders are unfilled demands. They are the number of "holes"

in an aircraft. or the number of missing items on an aircraft. Again. a pure or compound

Poisson can be used in calculating the expected backorders. I'sing a pure Poisson. the

expected backorders are computed as follows:
00

I (x - S)p(x IkT) (4)
x=S+ I

Aircraft Availability. Aircraft availability rate is the percentage of aircraft which

are available, or tully mission capable. If an aircraft is not missing a reparable component.

it is considered available (O'Malley. 1983: 1 -I ). The computation of aircratt availabilit\ is

discus,,ed in a subsequent section.
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Typicall , the objecties associated with each measurement criteria are to mlaximize

fill rate. minimize expected backorders. and maximize aircraft availability. The objectiVes

associated with METRIC-based models are to either minimize expected backorders or

maximize aircraft availability.

Devel(pment ot METRIC-Based Models

Figure 2- I represent,, the development of reparable item inventory models. METRIC

is the basis foir the development of Mod-METRIC. the Aircraft Availability Model

(AA.M). Vari-METRIC. Dyna-METRIC. and the Aircraft Sustainabilitv Model (ASML.

All of these models assume independent demands as discussed in the previous section.

Statiomary demand reparable inventory models are examined first.

Stationaj' Demand, Multi-Echelon. Single Indenture.

METRIC. Sherbro•)e describes METRIC as:

...a mathematical model translated into a computer program. capable (it
determining base and depot stock levels for a group of recoverable
items: its governing purpose is to optimize system pertormance for
specified levels of system investment. METRIC is designed for
application at the weapon-system level, where a particular line item may
be demanded at several bases and the bases are supported by one central
depot. (Sherbrooke. 19608 123)
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3. stationary demand

4) complexit. of repair. only. determines where a part will be repaired (base

or depot)

5) lateral resupply between bases is not modeled

61 conservative system (there are no asset condemnations)

7) depot repair begins as soon as the part arrives trom a base

X) recoverable items have equ;,I essentialities. that is. the relative backorder

cost for all items is the same

9) demand from different bases can be pooled tSherbrooke. 1968:126-131.

Demand Computational Process. In order to understand the computations

within the METRIC solution process. certain fundamental computations need to be

understood. Throughout the explanation of the computations performed within METRIC.

the following data elements with notation appear: i = item. I = total number ot items. j =

base. and J = total number of bases.

When a customer arri~es at a base with one or more demands. he turns in a similar

amount of reparable items. An assumption of METRIC is that with probability ri- all of

items of type i can be repaired at the base and with probability ( I - r-j) all of these items

must be repaired at the depot. The mean customer arrival rate at the depot from any base

j is (I - rii) times the mean customer arrival rate at the base. Xij. The mean customer

arrival rate at the depot for item i. X,. is the sum over all bases of Xij I - riji. The mean

demand per customer at the base is fil. so that the mean demand for item i at basej is

ijtij = 0ij. Incorporating the mean demand for item i at base j. 0 ij. the mean depot

demand rate then is:

J J
YZ Xifii I - rij) = X Oqi( I - rii) (5)
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This equation represents the proportion of total demands placed on the bases that are sent

to) the depot (Sherbrooke. 1968: 131 ).

Like the base, the depot demand process is compound Poisson. The compounding

distribution. or distribution of demands placed by a customer, is a composite of the base

compounding distributions. These distributions are logarithmic Poisson. METRIC

assumes that the demand for each item at each base has the same variance to mean ratio

(all f4j = fi). even though the means are different. By assuming this, a logarithmic Poisson

process at the depot with that variance to mean ratio is obtained (Sherbrooke. 1968:132).

Formulation. Because the objective of METRIC is to minimize the sum of

backorders across bases. the expected backorder calculation is very important. This

calculation is used to compute the expected number of backorders. B(S). at a random

point in time given a particular spare stock level. S. The mean resupply (repair) time. T. is

drawn from an arbitrary distribution and is applicable to all demands placed by the

customer (Sherbrooke. 1968:132). Demands are compound Poisson. p(x I XT. VTMR).

with the parameters being the mean customer rate. J.T, and a variance-to-mean ratio.

VTMR. The VTMR varies by part and is approximated byv aO(T)P where (x is 1. 132477

and P3 is .3407513 (Department of the Air Force. 1991:404). The expected number of

backorders at a random point in time then is:

00

B(S) = I (x - S)p(x I T. VTMR) (6)
x=S+I

Solution Process. The METRIC solution process consists of five stages.

In the first stage the average time between a base request for a resupply from the depot

and base receipt of the item is computed. The average time between request and receipt is

a function of the depot spare stock. Si(). If the depot has infinite spare stock. the time is

the average order and ship time. Oi. If the depot has zero spare stock. the time is Oii +

Di. where Di is the average depot repair time. Because there is not always a serviceable
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item at the depot when a resupply request is received, the delay at the depot must be

between zero and Di (Sherbrooke, 1968:132).

To compute the delay at the depot. the depot spare stock, Si0, must be considered. If

the number of units sent for depot repair. x, is less than or equal to Sio, no resupply is

being delayed. If the number of units sent for depot repair is greater than Si0, the resupply

on x - Si( units is being delayed. Using this, the expected number of units which are

delayed at the depot at a random point in time is (Sherbrooke, 1968:133):

00

B(Si() I XiDi) = I (x - Sio)p(x I XiDi, VTMRi) (7)
x=Si0+ I

where
ki = mean customer arrival rate at the depot (from above)
Di= average depot repair time

The total expected system delay is the expected number of units which are delayed at

the depot at a random point in time multiplied by the length of the depot repair time.

METRIC is concerned with the average delay per demand. To obtain this. divide the total

expected system delay by the expected number of demands on the depot. The average

delay per demand is (Sherbrooke. 1968:133):

00

1" (x - Si())p(x I .iDi. VTMRi)/Xifi = 6(SiO)Di (8)
x=SiO+ I

where
Xiti = expected number of demands on the depot per day for item i

00

6(Sio) = I (x - Sio)p(x I XiDi. VTMRi)/XiDifi
x=SjO+ I

In stage two of the METRIC solution process. the expected backorders. as a function

of the base stock, Sii. are computed for each level of depot stock, Sin. and each base.

This is done by using Equation 6 where S = Sij. X = Xii. and T = rijA~i + (I - rii)[O~i +

6(SilO)DiI (Aij = average base repair time) (Sherbrooke. 1968:133). The resupply time.
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T. then. considers the time it takes to repair items at the base and the time it takes to

repair items at the depot. based on the fraction of items going to the base (rij) for repair

and the fraction ot items going to the depot ( I - rq1) for repair.

A marginal analysis is pertormed within the third itage of the METRIC solution

process. The marginal analysis is used to optimally allocate the [first. second .... I units of

depot stock to the several bases in order to minimize the sum of expected backorders at all

bases. This marginal allocation procedure is performed for each level of depot stock, Si(.

At each step of the procedure. the next unit of stock is given to the base where the

greatest decrease in expected backorders will be realized (Sherbrooke, 1968:133).

Within stage four a table is constructed showing the expected backorders by item

given depot stock, Si(5 j and the total stock across bases, Si under optimal allocation. The

(southwest to northeast) diagonals of this table represent constant total system stock for
J

an item, Si() + XSi. For each of these alternative system-wide stock levels, the minimum
j=l

expected system backorders is identified and the corresponding stock allocations recorded

(Sherbrooke. 1968:133).

Stage five considers all items. Another marginal analysis is performed within this

stage. UsinG the backorders computed in stage four, the next investment is allocated to

that item which provides the greatest benefit-to-cost ratio (decrease in expected

backorders divided by unit cost. ci). This item is the most efficient purchase alternative.

After each allocation of funding. the system investment and system backorders are

computed. The allocation procedure ends whenever the investment constraint is just

exceeded or the expected backorders are just less than a specified target value

(Sherbrooke. 196l:134).

The result of METRIC is a "shopping list" of what items should be purchased. This

list also Gives the optimal allocation of the items among bases and depot.
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As stated in assuumption five, lateral resupply between bases is ignored in METRIC.

If a serviceable item is not available at the depot to resupply a base, the base must wait

until an item returns from depot repair. Sherbrooke states that this is appropriate. becaue

the number of lateral shipments that would be required is "typically small" (Sherbrooke.

1968:129). By ignoring lateral resupply, transportation costs and special costs of

expediting can be avoided (Sherbrooke, 1968:129).

Summary. METRIC was the first multi-item. multi-echelon, reparable

inventory' model "ever proposed for implementation" (Sherbrooke. 1968:123).

Sherbrooke describes its advantages over existent USAF inventory models in 1968:

Compared to current Air Force policy our technique has the
advantage that unit cost is considered in the calculation. But even more
important in our view is the system approach, which displays a range ot
optimal cost-effectiveness alternatives to management. Instead of
computing stock levels on the basis of artificial estimates of holding! cost
rate and backorder cost, this approach focuses management attention on
the entire weapon system so that an appropriate combination of system
effectiveness and system cost can be selected. (Sherbrooke. 1968:123)

Stationary Demand. Multi-Echelon. Multi-Indenture.

Mod-METRIC. Mod-METRIC models a multi-item, multi-echelon, multi-

indenture inventory system. The model, like METRIC. is multi-echelon in that it

considers two echelons of repair and supply. bases and a depot. Unlike METRIC. the

model is multi-indenture. It "pernjits the explicit consideration of a hierarchical parts

structure" (Muckstadt. 1973:472). This "hierarchical parts structure" consists (o two

levels of indenture--an LRU ("major assembly") made up of SRUs ("components")

(Muckstadt. 1973:472).

The first obiective of Mod-METRIC is to describe the logistics relationship between

an LRU and its SRUs. Considering this logistics relationship. the second objective is to

compute spare stock levels for both echelons and both indentures. To determine the spare

,,tock levels. Mod-METRIC minimizes the total expected base backorders for the LRU
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subject to an investment constraint on the total system (bases and depot. LRU and SRL)

stock (Muckstadt. 1973:472).

Assumptions. The assumptions oit Mod-METRIC are identical to those ot

METRIC except for the following: items may have different essentialities (Muckstadt.

1973:474). METRIC assumes that the relative backorder cost of all items is the same.

Mod-METRIC assumes that the backorder cost of an LRU is different than that of an

SRU. An LRU backorder grounds an aircraft. An SRU backorder only delays the repair

of an LRU (Muckstadt. 1973:475). Mod-METRIC is primarily concerned with

minimizini the LRU backorders at minimal cost. It determines the most cost effective

inventory mix that reduces LRU backorders.

Demand Computational Process. In order to compute how eftective the

supply system is in meeting the demands for LRUs. the system's relationship between

LRUs and SRUs must be described. This relationship is expressed in the equation which

represents the average LRU resupply time (Muckstadt. 1973:475).

Throughoiut the following discussion ot the computations perftnored within

Mod-METRIC. i refers to LRU.j refers to base. and k refers to SRU 1 = total number tot

LRUs. J = total number of bases, and K = total number of SRUs on LRU i).

The average LRU resupply time for item i at base j. Tij. depends on the resupply time

at the base and the resupply time at the depot. considering that an item can be repaired at a

base or the depot. If an item is repaired at a base. the resupply time is the time it takes to

move through the base maintenance system. If an item is repaired at the depot. the

resupply time is the time it takes to submit an order for a serviceable item to the depot and

to receive the item from the depot. This assumes that the depot has a serviceable item. If

the depot has no serviceable item. an expected delay is included in the resupply time. This

delay is a function of the depot LRU stock level (Muckstadt. 1973:475).

The average resupply time. if the LRII is to be repaired at the depot. is the sum ofthe

average order and ship time. Oii. and the average delay at the depot due to the lack of a
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serviceable item. The computation of this average depot resupply time within Mod-

METRIC is identical to the computation within METRIC (refer to the first stage of the

"Solution Process" within the "METRIC" discussion). The expected number of items

incurring a delay at the depot at a random point in time is computed using Equation 7

except that the VTMRi is different. The VTMR within Mod-METRIC varies by part but

is typically between 1.5 and 2.(0 (Niklas. 1994:unnumbered). Equation 8 is then used to

compute the average delay at the depot per demand of an LRU, 6(SiO)Di. The sum of the

average order and ship time. Oil, and this delay is the average resupply time for an LRU

given that it is to be repaired at the depot (Muckstadt. 1973:476).

If the LRU is to be repaired at the base, the average resupply time is B~i. Bij is the

sum of the average repair time. Aij, given that the SRU needed to repair the LRU is

available, and the expected delay in the base LRU repair due to the lack of a serviceable

SRU, dii. Then. Bij = Aij + dii (Muckstadt. 1973:476).

There are two assumptions in this calculation. The first assumption is that only one

SRU breaks an LRU. The second assumption is that if the LRU is repaired at the base.

the failure of the LRU is due to the failure of one of its SRUs (Muckstadt. 1973:476).

The expected delay in the base LRU repair due to the lack of serviceable SRU k is

represented by dilk (Muckstadt. 1973:476):

00

dijk = I (xijk - Sijk)P(xijk I ? 1jkTijk• VTMRijk) / '-ijk (9)
Xijk=Sijk+ I

where
?-ijk = average daily demands of SRU k on LRUT i at base j
Sijk = stock level of SRLT k on LRU i at base j
Tijk = average resupply time for SRLT k on LRLT i at base j

The average SRU resupply time. Tijk, is (Muckstadt. 1973:476):

Tijk = r1-kBijk + (I - rijk)(Oijk + 6kDk) (1)
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rijk = the probability that a failure of SRU k will be
repaired at the base

Bijk = average base repair time for SRU k at base j
Oiik = average order and ship time for SRU k at base j
1k = average depot repair time for SRI) k

The expected depot delay per demand of SRU k, 6 kDk, is computed in the same

manner as the expected depot delay per demand of an LRUI. The expected number ot

items of SRU k on which a delay will be incurred at the depot is divided by the expected

depot demands for SRU k (Muckstadt. 1973:476):

00

5kDk = I (x - Sok)p(x I kDk, VTMRk) / Ok HI)
x=S~k+ I

where
Sok = stock level of SRU k at the depot

J

Ok = expected daily depot demands for SRU k = I ?ijk( l-rij~k
j= I

The expected delay of LRU i's repair at base j. then, due to the lack of an available

SRI" at base j is (Muckstadt. 1973:476):

K
dij = (/ rijkij) I kijkdijk (12)

k=l

where
K
I Xikdijk = total expected delay due to all SRUs on the LRU

k=l
rijij = number of daily LRU demands at the base

Thus, the average resupply time for LRU i. Tij. is the sum of the base resupply time

and the depot resupply time weighted by the probability that the item can be repaired at

the base or at the depot (Muckstadt. 1973:477):

T~i = r~i.Ai1 + d~1 • + ( I - riip(O~i + 8(Si(I)Di) (13)
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The difference between METRIC and Mod-METRIC is within this calculation. The

incorporation of the average delay in base LRU repair due to the lack ofa serviceabie

SRU. dij. is new in Mod-METRIC. A similar delay in depot LRU repair due to the lack ot

a serviceable SRU does not appear tv be incorporated within 8&Sil)Di. It is assumed that

D-. the average depot repair time. includes a delay for the unavailability of SRUs i Niklas.

1491 :unnumbered). Repair at the depot involves the repair of an entire LRU. The time to

repair an entire LRU incorporates the time to repair any SRUs that may be unserviceable.

Thus, the depot repair time for an LRU represents the total time required to repair that

LRt'. which includes the delay required for the repair of associated SRt's.

Formulation. The problem to be solved by Mo~d-METRIC is the

minimization ot total expected base LRU backorders subject to) an investment constraint

on the total system (bases and depot. LRUs and SRUs) stock (Muckstadt. 1973:481 ). The

solution of this problem results in the optimal allocation of spare stock for both LRUs and

SRUs among the depot and several bases (Muckstadt. 1973:477):

1 00

min V YX (xi - Sii)p(xij iji VTMRW1 )
j=I xii=Sij I

I i K K

1 l 1ciSij + YckSiJkI + YckSi)k + ciSil <=C (14)
i=l j=l k=! k=l

where

S1i = stock level of spare LRU i at base j
ci = unit cost of LRU i
ck= unit cost of SRU k
C = dollar budget limit

Solution Process. In order to obtain optimal spare stock levels fo)r several

LRI's and SRUs. this problem is solved for each LRU and its associated SRIis. Then. a

marginal analysis. using each individual LRU performance/cost function. i, peilornied.
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The result is an optimal allocation of spare stock among the several LRUs and their

associated SRUs and among the depot and several bases (Muckstadt. 1973:48 1).

Summary_'. In 1973, the Air Force implemented Mtod-METRIC as the

method for computing recoverable spare stock levels for the F- 15 weapon system

(Muckstadt. 1973:481). Currently. Mod-METRIC is used to compute spare stock levels

for engines and their associated modules.

Aircraft Availability Model. Minimizing expected backorders. alone, as in

METRIC and Mod-METRIC. is not a particularly useful performance measure. A more

appropriate measure of performance would be the number of available aircraft, which

takes into account the number of backorders. Recall from chapter I. an available aircraft is

one that has all of its essential parts and is capable of performing its mission. An available

aircraft has no broken parts, or in other %ords. no backorders outstanding. A backorder.

then. can cause an aircraft to be unavailable to perform its mission. The Aircraft

Availability Model (AAM). as its name implies, computes aircraft availability rates as the\

relate to various funding constraints.

The AAM models a multi-item. multi-echelon, multi-indenture inventor, system.

Like Mod-METRIC. it considers two echelons of repair and supply. a depot and several

base.. Unlike Mod-METRIC. it can simultaneously consider 40 types of aircraft with 250

subtypes and 92.0(00 total components with commonality: that is. a proportion ofthe items

can be on two or more types, or subtypes, of aircraft (O'Malley. 1983:3-8).

The ohljective of the AAM is to maximize the aircraft availability rate for a particular

aircratt type. Mission Design (MD). subject to an investment constraint on total system

stock. The purpose of the model is to answer the following question for each MD: "With

a given amount of money, what spare items should be procured to achieve the highest

p(o,,ible ax ailability rate'?" (O'Malley. 19X3:3-I.

Assumptions. The assumptions of the AAM are identical to those of

METRIC except that the objective of the AAM is to achieve a target availability rate at a
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minimum cost. It is not to minimize tile sum• ot expected backorders mnlv as in METRIC

and .Mod-METRIC. The AAM also allows for asset condemnati••s and models all

recoverable LRUs as having equal essentialities. In additiom. the AAM assumes that all

bases modeled are identical. there are unlimited repair resources. and the removal and

replacement of an LRU is instantaneous (Rexroad. 1992:unnumbered).

Computational Process. In calculating the aircraft availability rate, the AAM

takes into comsideration the number of LRU backorders upon an aircraft. In fact, an

available aircraft is defined as "one with no LRU backordeis outstanding" (O'Mallev.

198 ;3:2- I1). The availabilitý rate then is the percentage of aircraft available over a certain

period of time (O'Malley, 1983:1 -1 ). The expected number of backorders do not explain

the effects o( a backorder upon an aircraft. Tile availability rate represents the probable

effect of backorders upon support (t the aircratt (O'Mailey. 1983:2- 1.

Given an inventory of spare stock, the AAM computes the availability rate in two

steps. First. the expected number of backorders for each LRU on the aircraft are

computed. Second. the probability of one or more of the expected backorders occurring

on the aircraft is computed (O'Malley. 1983:2- l1

In computing the expected number ot backorders for each LRU on the aircraft, the

AAM uses the expected backorder calculations derived from METRIC and

Mod-METRIC (O'Malley. 1983:2-i).

For a given component. the model computes the total worldwide EBO for many
different total worldwide asset levels. For each worldwide asset level, the
model c)nsiders every possible way to distribute those assets between base and
depot and selects the distribution with the lowest total EBO. (O'Mallev.
1983:B-3)

The probabilit, that an aircraft is not waiting for a spare. the aircraft availability rate.

is computed using the calculated number of expected backorders. EBOi. for LRtTi. The

basic aircraft availability calculation does not consider either commonality or levels of
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indenture. The application percentage, or percentage of the aircraft that contain LRI'i. is

also assumed to be one: all of the aircraft of a certain MD contain LRUPi

Formulation. The total number of LRtUi installed on an aircraft type. or the

total number of LRti7 which should be functionig for a particular MD. is the number of

aircraft. AC. multiplied by the quantity per application (on the aircraft t~pe. Q. For a gLien

level o• spare units. n. of LRITi. the probabilit\ that LRUi is backordered is EBOi.n/(AC x

Q). The assumption is that backorders are unifo)nnl\, distributed anmong the number of

required LRliU on the aircraft. A backorder of LRUi is as likely to occur on one aircraft as

it is to our on another. The probability that the aircraft is not waiting fsor one spare of

LRL'i (Q= 1) is I - IEBOi,n/AC1. For an aircraft requiring Qi of LRUi. the probability

that the aircraft is not waiting for a spare (of LR1I- (Q-i >-1 is ( I - IEBOi.n/(AC • Qi)Q 1)i

(O'Malley. 1983:2-3). Assuming independence of backorders among all LRUs on an

aircraft, the probability that a random aircraft of type MD is not missing any of its

reparable LRUs is the product of ali the individual LRI probabilities. The aircraft

availability rate is then (O'Malley. I ,)S3:2-6):

=1AA = 11 ( I -EBOi /(AC x Qi) J)Qi (15)
i=l

Solution Process. O'Malley explains the technique used by the AAM to tie

aircraft availability to funding constraints:

The AAM uses a marginal analysis technique. i.e.. it ranks the candidates
for procurement and repair in decreasing order of benefit per cost to form an
ordered 'shopping list.' Buying and repairing from this list in the order indicated
assures that items which give the greater increase in availability rate per dollar
(of procurement cost or repair cost. as appropriate) will be acquired earlier.
Thu-. the AAM optimizes aircraft availability for any funding constraint and
produces optimum shopping lists and optimum repair strategies, by component.
for each funding level. (O'Malley. 1983:v)
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The AAM uses a "Sort Value" in ordei to sotrt candidate units for procurement

(Rexrtad. 11)92:17). The s.•rt value is computed using the aircraft axailabilitv rate

calculation.

Equation I 6 represents the availabilitN rate of a certain type of aircraft before

procurement o)f the first additional unit and can be written as (Rexroad. 1992:15-l1e

I

AA = I qh.i.wi)
i= I

= [ H qh.i.n(i) I qhh.j.nlji (1)

where

qh.i.n(i) = the probability that an aircraft of Mission Design Series
(MDS) t is not missing a unit of component i with n spare
units of component i in the system (Rexroad. 1'992:1!)

After procurement of the first additional unit of component j. the availability rate

calculation is (Rexroad. 1092: 16):

AA'N= H qh.i.n(i, ] qh.j.n(j)±1 I17)
i .i

The ratio of the new to, the old availability rates is:
AN / AA = qh.j.nj )+ I / qh.j.nmj) (1l)

This ratio, is dependent on the spares level of component j only and is referred to as the

"improvement factor due to unit n(j) + I of component J" (Rexroad. 109L2:16). This

improement factor is \written as iRexroad, 1992:16)

Ih.in = qh.i.n / qh.i.n- 1 (19)

The s(,rt value of the nth unit ot comnponent i is then (Rexroad. 1992:16-17):

5h.i.n In (Ih.i.n / Ci

= In (qhlli.n qh.I.n- I) / ('i (2())

lihere

Ci = oyst M cm• lp•ment i
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"The sort value is the measure of benefit per cost that is used to sort the candidate units

for procurement" (Rexroad. 1992:17). The natural logarithm function is used to simplify

the calculation. Without using the natural logarithm function. the calculation of the sort

Nalue would involve multiplication and division of very small increments (the improvement

factors. mentioned above). Usini, the natural logarithm function allows for addition of the

increments. simplifying the calculation of the sort value while providing equivalent results

(Rexroad. 1992:17).

Using this sort value calculation, a "shopping list", identifying what spare items to buy

in order to achieve a target availability rate at a minimum cost. is developed (Rexroad.

1992:15). The "'starting availability rate'. AAs" for each type of aircraft is calculated using

Equation 16 (Rexroad. 1992:17). AA, provides a baseline availability rate. "The first unit

on the shopping list will be that with the highest sort value, say unit no) + I of component

j" (Rexroad, 1992: l). After this unit is bought. the availability rate is calculated by

(Rexroad. 1992:18)

AA AAs • ( h.j.n~j + / Ih,.j.n(j' )

I fI qh.i,n() qh.j.ndj)+ I qh.j~n(j)
i=l

= [F qh.i.n(i) qh.,j.,n(j) ( qh.j.nj)+l / qh.j.n )

= I q qh.L~6) Ihj.no)+ 1 (21)
i;ýj

This product of the item availabilities incorporates the new spares levels. Items are added

to the shopping list in decreasing order of sort value: the one with the second highest sort

value is added, then the one with the third higrhest sort value, etc. Equation 2 1 is used to

calculate the availability rate after each subsequent unit is added to the shopping list

(Rexroad. 1902:18). Items are added to the shopping list until the desired availability rate

is achieved. "This shopping list contains only optimal solutions. For any desired
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availability rate, buying in order trom this list until the rate i.. attained minimizes the funds

required" (Rexroad. 1992:19).

Summma!]i. The AAM has been implemented into D, 141. the Recoverable

Consumption Items Requirements System:

In D041. the AAM is computing the Air Force worldwide peacetime requirement for
reparable spare parts. It permits the Air Force to set availability goals by aircraft
type and compute a worldwide requirement for reparable parts which will satistN
these goals at a minimum cost. (Rexroad. 1992: 1)

Vari-METRIC. Vari-METRIC was developed to improve upon the estimation of

expected backorders within METRIC and other. METRIC-based, multi-indenture.

models. Sherbrooke explains the problem:

Multi-indenture models for (s-I. s) inventory policies, such as Mod-METRIC
and the Logistics Management Institute (LMI) Aircraft Availabilit. Model.
understate the delay iv the repair of a higher indenture item caused by
backorders on the item's lower indenture components. These models also
understate the multi-echelon delay in the resupply of a base from a depot that
has backorders. Consequently. the models tend to understate expected
backorders and overstate expected availability of repair items. (Sherbrooke.
1986:311 )

Items due-in at the base can either be on their way (in the process of being shipped

trom the depot) or waiting at the depot for a lower indenture item that is backordered at

the depot (Slay. 1993:unnumbered). Vari-METRIC. unlike METRIC and other

METRIC-based models. considers these two situations and models them producing a

more accurate estimate of the expected backorders.

Assumptions. Although the assumptions of Vari-METRIC are identical to

those of METRIC. Vari-METRIC differs from METRIC in its computation of the

variance. The incorporation of this variance computation within Vari-METRIC "produces

an estimate of backorders that exceeds that of METRIC in all cases except when stock

levels are zero (when the two models agree)" (Sherbrooke. 1986:3 I8). Sherbrooke

explains:
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In multi-indenture cases. and in multi-indenture, multi-echelon cases, we have
shown a few examples indicating that the Vari-METRIC estimate of expected
hackorders can be much larger than METRIC. Furthermore, the Vari-METRIC
estimate of backorders is close to the 'true' value obtained by simulation. We
have shown that Varn-METRIC might lead to a different allocation in such
cases, and in these cases the Vari-METRIC solution is better. (Sherbrooke.
1986:318)

Computational Process. Recall the multi-indenture, multi-echelon repair

process. When an LRtI breaks, it is brought into base repair. If base supply has a spare

LRL'. the LRU is replaced. If not. the base incurs an LRU backorder. The broken LRU

has a probabilit\ of being repaired at the base: if it cannot be repaired at the base. it is sent

to) the depot for repair and a resupply request for the LRU is placed on the depot

(Sherbrooke, 1986:3 15).

Assume. as in M(od-METRIC, that if the LRU is repaired at the base. the failure of

the LRU is due to the failure of one. and only one. of its SRUs (Muckstadt, 19)73:476). If

base supply has a spare SRU, it is put on the LRU. and the LRU is repaired. If not. the

broken SRU has a probability of being repaired at the base: if it cannot be repaired at the

base. the SRU• is sent to the depot foi repair and a resupply request for the SRU is placed

on the depot (Sherbrooke. l%6:315)

"If the LRU is not repaired at the base. a similar process for SRI! repair occurs at the

depot" (Sherbrooke, 1986:315). An assumption is that all SRUs can be repaired at the

depot (Sherbrooke. 1986:315).

As in the discussion of the computations performed within Mod-METRIC. j refers to

hase (0) = depot). and k refers to SRU (J = total number of bases and K = total number of

SRI's). The discussion to follow on the computations performed within Vari-METRIC

concentrates on a single item gtroup (one LRU and its associated SRUs). Thus, k = (0

refers to the LRU.

The essence of Vari-METRIC is in the enhancement of the calculation of the

expected base LRU backorders. Before discussiig this calculation, an equation for the

demand rate for the kth SRIU at the depot must be developed (Sherbrooke. 1986:3 16).
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The mean demand rate (arrival rate) at the depot for tile LRU. -()(-. is 'the ,sum ot

LRU demands at the bases that result in resupply of LRUs from the depot" (Sherbrooke.

1986:3 16). Mathematically. X-(0) is the sum over all bases of k-JO( I - rji) where ý.( is tile

base LRU demand rates forj > 0. rj() is the probability that a failure at base j can be

repaired at the base and (I - rio) is the probability that the failure must be repaired at the

depot (Sherbrooke. 1986:3 16).

The demand rate at base j for SRU k is that portion of the LRU demands that can be

repaired at the base which result in a demand for the kth SRU: -jk = -j(irjqjk- J.K > 0.

where qjk is the conditional probability that an LRU repaired at base j will be due to SRUJ

k which is broken and results in a demand for SRU. k (Sherbrooke. 1986:316).

Within Vari-METRIC. the demand rate for the kth SRU at the depot is comprised ot

two terms. "the resupply demand rate from each ba.,e plus the SRU demand rate resulting

from LRU repairs at the depot" (Sherbrooke. 1986:316). The resupply demand rate from

each base is the number of demands at the base for the kth SRUI that are not repairable at

the base and must be sent to the depot. The SRU demand rate resulting from LRU repairs

at the depot is that portion of the LRU demands at the depot that are due to SRU k.

(Mod-METRIC does not include this second source of SRU] demand.) The demand rate

for the kth SRU at the depot. then. is (Sherbrooke, 198(1:316):

J
XUk = kjk( I - rjk) + -(4()q(f)k k>() (22)

j=i

This equation is essential to the calculation of the expected base LRU backorders that

follows. This calc¶,lation requires a three-step procedure for any item group with given

stock levels.

Mean and Variance ft)r the Number of LRUs in Depot Repair

(Sherbrooke. 1986:3 16). The portion of the demands for SRUI k at the depot that is due

to LRUI repairs is (Sherbrooke. 1986:316):
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tf(k = X-()q~k / -(k k>0 (23)

The number of LRUs in depot repair consists of twko parts: the number of LRUs that

are actually being repaired within Djk. the average depot repair time. and the number ot

LRUs that are waiting for an SRU which is backordered (Sherbrooke, 1986:316). These

two parts are independent because an awaiting LRU at a random point in time. t. is due to

an LRU demand prior to t - Djk (Sherbrooke. 1986:3 13). In other words. an LRU cannot

be awaiting an SRU and be in actual repair at the same time. The total expected number

of LRUs in depot repair. then. is (Sherbrooke, 1986:316):

K
E(x 0 ()) = X(,)DO() + Y fOkE[B(sOk XOkDOk)] (24)

k=l

where

s0k = stock level a, the depot for thL kth SRU

The expected number of LRUs that are actually being repaired (the first term in

equation 24) is Poisson with mean. ý()oDo0() The expected number of SRU backorders at

the depot (the second term in equation 24) i, binomial4y distributed with parameters

P = fOk and n = B(SOk). The variance of the expected number of LRUs in depot repair.

then. is (Sherbrooke. 1986:316):

K

Var(x()() = X.()D)() + I f k(I - f(k)E[B(so k i)(()kDok) I +
k=1I

K

I fokt2 Var[B(sOk I XjkD~k)] (25)
k=l

Mean and Variance for the Number of SRLTs in Base Repair/Resupply

(Sherbrooke. 1986:3 16). The portion of the demands for SRU k at the depot that is being

resupplied to base j is (Sherbrooke, 1986:3 16):

tjk = Xik( I - rjk)/ XOk j.k>() (26)
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The number of SRis in repair/resupply consists of three parts: the number of SRLs

that are being resupplied from the depot it the depot has stock on hand. the number ot

SRUs that are being repaired at the base when repair parts are on hand. and the number of

depot SRU backorders that are delaying SRU resupply. The expected number of SRL's

that are being resupplied from the depot and repaired at the base (the first term in

equation 27) is Poisson with mean. .jk[k I - rjk)Ojk + rjkAiki. The expected number of

SRU backorders at the depot (the second term in equation 27) is binomially distributed

with parameters p = tjk and n = B(sOk). The expected number and variance of SRUs in

base repair/resuppl', then. are (Sherbrooke. 19863 16):

E(xjk) = kjk( I - rjk)Ojk + rjkAjk] +

tjkElB(sok ! )XkDok)] j.k>A (27)

Var(Xjk)= Xjkk( I -,rjk)(jk + r;kAjk1 +

tik(l - tIk)E[B(sok I.)kDOk] +

tljk2 Va'[ B(sOk ". OkDok)] j.k>(0 (28)

where
Ojk = average order and ship time from the depot to any base. J. of

the kth SRU
Ajk= average base repair time at base j for the kth SRI,

Mean and Variance for the Number of LRUs in Base Repair/Resupply

(Sherbrooke, 1986:316). The portion of the LRU demand at the depot that came from

base j is (Sherbrooke, 1986:316):

f() = Xo(j(l - r()0 )/X) .J>0 (29)

The number of LRUs in base repair/resupply consists of three parts: ( I ) the number

of LRUs that are in repair/resupply when the base and depot have stock on hand: (2 the

number of LRUs that are waiting at the depot for an SRU which is backordered (this

delays LRU resupply since there is a shortage of LRUs at the depot): and. (3) the number

of depot SRU backorders that are delaying SRU resupply (this delays base LRLI repair

because there is a shortage of SRUs at the base) (Sherbrooke. 1986.316-317). As stated
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previously, each LRI) failure i• assumed to he due to the failure of only one SRL. Thus.

the expected number and variance of LRUs delayed in base repair (the third part above) IN

just the sum of the means and variances for the SRUs backordered at the depot: each SR'

backorder at the depot equals an LRU delayed in base repair. The mean and variance for

LRUs in repair/resupply at base j. then. are (Sherbrooke. 19K6:3 17):

E(xi 0 ) = Xj(l( I - rji)O J() + r .OAJ()I +

tjO)EIB(s(•) I E(x ())..Var(x 0()1))

K
Y EI1B(sjk I E(xjk).Var(xjk))I j>() (3o)

k=l

Var(xj 0 ) = Xjl l I - ri 0))Oip + r;(,Aio1, +

fj(1( 1-ft. EIB(soo I E~x(l(i'.Var~x(j(,)4 +

tfi/2Vard B(so() 1ED xO00).Var(x( )))I +

K
Y Var[Bsjk i E(xlkX.Var(xjkf)l j>() (31)

k=l

Within Vari-METRIC, then. the expected base LRU backorders are computed using the

expected backorder calculation from the AAM. Equations 30 and the quotient ot

Equation 3 1/Equation 30) are used to estimate the negative binomial parameters. mean and

VTMR. respectively.

Formulation and Solution. The formulation and solution processes of Vari-

METRIC are very similar to that of the AAM previously discussed. Vari-METRIC

calculates an availability by computing the expected backorders just as in AAM. The

essential difference is in the calculation of the expected LRU backorders as defined above.

Summary,. Vari-METRIC was developed for incorporation into existingC

models such as Mod-METRIC. the AAM. and the Aircraft Sustainability Model (ASNI.
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The Vari-METRIC theory is not used in the AAM (Rexroad. 1994:unnumbered). but it is

used in the .SM. to be discussed later. According to Sherbrooke:

Vani-METRIC theory is used by a number of manufacturers in the United States.
particularly those involved with aircraft and related systems. In most cases the
application is initial stockage lists. but it is hard to know the fuli range of model
usag!e. (Sherbrooke. 1992:201)

Dynamic Demand. Multi-Echelon, Multi-Indenture.

Dyna-METRIC. Dvna-METRIC models the Air Force reparable item inventory

system. It is multi-indenture as well as multi-echelon. It is multi-indenture in that it

considers three levels of components. LRUs. SRt's. and subSRUs. SubSRUs are

"subcomponents of an SRU. including bits and pieces that are often consumed during

repair of the SRU" (Isaacson and others, 1988:xv-xvi). Dyna-METRIC is multi-echelon

in that it considers logistics activities Isupply. maintenance, and transportation) within a

five level hierarchical structure: flight lines. local base repair shops. centralized

intermediate repair facilities kCIRFs). depots. and various .uppliers of components

(Isaacson and others, 1988:5).

Dvna-METRIC builds upon previous METRIC-based models. It uses the expected

backorder calculation from METRIC and Mod-METRIC and calculates aircraft

availability as in the AAM. Dyna-METRIC. though, offers several improvements over

previous METRIC-based models. The major improvement of Dyna-METRIC is that it

considers "time-varying demands" (Isaacson and others, 1988:8). This is essential in

modeling a dvnamic wartime scenario. Dyna-METRIC was developed to provide the

kinds of information logisticians need "to improve wartime logistics support within a

single theater." (Isaacson and others. 19XX8:1 . The kinds of new information that Dyna-

METRIC provides are:
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1. operational performance measures
2. effects of wartime dynamics
3. effects of repair capacity and priority repair
4. problem detection and diagnosis
5. spares requirements (lsaacson and others. 1988:1)

Dyna-METRIC is applied. then. in three major areas: capability assessment,. problem

parts identification. and spares requirements computations (Niklas. 1992:unnumbered .

Assumptions. This thesis focuses directly on Dyna-METRIC's ability to

assess a unit's performance. Critical to the assessment of a unit's performance is the

calculation of the aircraft availability rate for that unit. The aircraft availability rate can be

computed in two ways -- under a no cannibalization policy (as with the AAM) and under

a full cannibalization policy. Cannibalization is:

the practice of transferring a serviceable component from one aircraft to
repair another. The (donorl aircraft must already be unserviceable because
of another component failure, and the needed serviceable component cannost
be obtained from local supplies. (Isaacson and others. 1988:xv)

Under a full cannibalization policy, all LRUs can be cannibalized, while under a no

cannibalization policy, no LRUs can be cannibalized. In computing the aircraft availability

under full cannibalization, three assumptions are made. The first is that all aircraft at a

base are identical. The second is that cannibalization is always 100% successful. and the

third is that "cannibalization can be done instantly and without consumhing resources.

(lsaacson and others. 1988:95). These a.,sumptions are inherent in Dyna-METRIC's

aircraft availability calculations.

Other assumptions of Dyna-METRIC are that demands for spare parts are driven by

flying hours: there are always sufficient personnel and facilities to perform repair: and

repair and resupply are based on a First In, First Out (FIFO) policy. Simulated war

exercises, such as Coronet Warrior 1. II. and III and Bull Rider. as well as Desert Storm

have validated these assumptions (Niklas. 1992:unnumbered).

Computational Process. The average daily demand rate. 0. within previous

METRIC-based models is based on a stationary probability distribution. It is calculated
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using averages -- the average number of aircraft and the average number of sortie, per day

per aircraft. Within Dvna-METRIC the daily demand rate is a function of time. It is

based on variables that may change over time:

For example, the number of aircraft can change in time according to
the time sequence of deployment or because of ai:cratt attrition. The
number of sorties per day per aircraft changes as a result of

programmed changes in flying rates. and the flying hours per sortie
change as missions change. (Hillestad, 1982:9)

The repair time used in Dyna-METRIC is not a constant average repair time. T. as it is in

previous METRIC-based models. Dý na-METRIC uses "the probability that a component

entering repair at time s is still in repair at time t. This probability function. F(t.s) is called

the frair function." (Hillestad. 1982:Qv.

The repair function is defined by (Hillestad. 1982:9):

F(t.s) = Prob IComponent entering at s is stl in repair at t
= Prob { Repair time > t-s when started at s I

ThiS refinement is important since the repair capability can now vary over time. The

following examples demonstrate how this function is obtained for most instances in

component repair (Hillestad, 1982:9):

i. Deterministic (constant or fixed) repair time. T. This is typical of
METRIC, Mod-METRIC, and AAM

F(t.s)= I ift-s<T
0 if t-s > T

ii. Exponentially distributed repair time with average T.

F(t.s) = e-t-s)/T

iii. No repair capability until time. t, with exponentially distributed
repair time after T.

Fit.s)= I ift'<T
e-(t-T)/T i T <3t
e-(t-,s)/T it T < S_<t
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iv. Fixed transportation lag, S. with exponentially distributed repair
time after transportation occurs.

F(ts) = 1 if t-s < S
e'lt-(s+S))/T if t-s _> S

Each of these repair functions is independent ot the demand function. Other repair

functions could be modeled provided they too are independent of the demand function

(Hillestad, 1982:11).

"Dyna-METRIC combines the repair and demand functions to determine the average

number of parts in the pipeline" (Hillestad. 1982:11 ). Looking at the interval of time. As.

centered at time s. the expected number of assets in the repair pipeline at time t is

(Hillestad, 1982:11):

A?.(t.s) = O(s) •F t.s) - As (32)

where

Ak(t.s) = expected number of components in the repair pipeline at
time t that arrived during the interval around s

0(s) = daily demand rate at time s
F(t.s) = probability of component not out of repair by time t
As = interval of time centered at s

If we assume that the number of failures arriving in the interval As is
independent of the number of failures arriving in similar intervals
centered at other times other than s and that the repair probability
function is independent of the probability distribution generating the
demand rate, we can sum the contributions of all intervals to obtain
(Hillestad. 1982:11)

X(t) = Y Ak~t.s)
s;<t

= I O(s) • F(ts)As (33)

s<t

Making the time interval, As. arbitrarily small (Hillestad. 1982:12)

t
?Jt) = J0(s)F(t.s)ds (34)

()
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Equation 34 represents the average number of comiponents in the repair pipeline at time t

(Hillestad, 19812:12) and is the dynamic analog ot AT in the METRIC. Mod-METRIC. and

AAM models.

Assumingz "that the component failure probability distribution is Poisson. .(t) is the

mean of a nonhomogeneous (time varying) Pois•on process. That is. the probability of K

components in repair at time t is" (Hillestad, 1982: 12)

P(k) = k(t)ke-k(t) / k! (35)

where Equation 34 is used to compute X(t) (Hillestad. 1982:12).

Dvna-METRIC uses the generalized, or dynamic, form of Palm's Theorem to

compute the expected contents of the pipeline. This theorem states that if parts are

demanded according to a non-homogeneous Poisstn process and if the repair function is

independent of the demand function, then the average number of parts in the pipeline at

time t has a Poisson distribution with mean equal to X(t) (Isaacson and others. 1988:78).

Formulation. As mentioned previouslv. Dvna-METRIC is used to assess a

unit's performance. To do this. it calculates the aircraft availability rate for that unit. The

aircraft availability rate can be computed in three ways -- under a policy of no

cannibalization, full cannibalization, or partial cannibalization (Niklas. 199) I :unnumbered).

In computing the aircraft availability under no cannibalization, the calculation is

identical to that within the AAM (Equation 16). The EBOi, though. are calculated

according to Equation 4 with Equation 34 replacing UT (Niklas, 1991 :unnumbered).

In computing the aircraft availability under full cannibalization, the Expected Not

Mission Capable Supply (ENNICS) aircraft is first calculated. ENMCS aircraft are aircraft

that are unable to perform their mission due to the need for spare parts that the supply

system is unable to provide (Niklas, 199 I:unnumbered .

With full cannibalization, the maximum number of a particular part. i. that can be

broken and yet not create more than Z NMCS aircraft (where Z=(. I.....AC) is:
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Si + QiZ. The number of part i available for cannibalization is represented hy QiZ. This I,,

the total number of part i on the broken aircraft and are considered as additional spare

stock. P(x !(t)i. VTMRi) is the probability that exactly x parts are broken and is

represented by any discrete probability function (Poisson. binomial, or negative binomial

with mean. M,(t)i. and VTMRi greater than 0. The VTMR is one vhen using a Poisso.

between zero and one when usin- a binomial, and greater than one when usin, a negative

binomial. The probability of less than Z aircratt being NMCS due to part i. then is (Niklas.

1991 :unnumbered)

Si + Qiz
P( <ZNMCS) IPVx I.(tmi. x VTMR) (30)

x=0

To obtain the P( Z NMCS) due t(- all parts. 1. tth'- P( < Z NMCS ý due to each part

(Equation 36) must be multiplied together. Tnis is because the parts are independent oin
most cases the breakingof one part ddies not impact the breaking of another part) (Niklas.

1991 :unnumbered):

I Si + QiZ
F-1 Px !.Xi t)i. VITMRi1 (37)
i=l x=0

This product represents the Po _< Z NMCS) due to all parts. The quantity I - P( Z

NMCS, is the P( > Z NMCS). Summing the probability. Pt > Z NMCS). tor

Z=(.I.....AC-I would give the ENMCS (Niklas. 199[:unnumbered I:

AC-I I Si + Qiz
ENMCS= I ( I - HI I P(x I ýt)i.VTMRi3

Z=0 i=l x=()

Since this is the expected number of not mission capable aircraft. or unavailable aircraft.

the number of available aircraft would be AC - ENMCS. Using this number, the aircraft

availability rate under full cannibalization would then be (Niklas. 1991 :unnumbered)

Full-Cann AA ( AC - ENMCS) / AC (39)
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Solution Process. Dvna-NIETRIC can hbe run to proVid one ofe •I tOD ty pes of

information -- spares assessment perfomiance reports (resulting in problem parts

identification t r spares requirements. The solutiom process within the performance mode

inVOlves comLputing pipelines, expected backorders. and the aircraft availability rates as

discussed in the C•mputational Proncess and Fornulatiom section, above. The solution

proncess within the requirements mode is very similar to that within the AAM except that

Dvna-METRIC does not compute a sorted list of candidate units to purchase. It

computes the marginal improvement in the aircraft availability rate per unit cost due to

incrementing each parns stock level and then increments the stock for that item that

provides the maximum improvement per cost. With this new stock level for the chosen

item. the system aircraft availahility is omiputed. The process ends when the system

aircraft availability is greater than or equal t,, a :,pecitied target system aircraft availability

(Niklas. l')9l :unnumbered).

Summnary'. Dvna-METRIC is the accepted Air Force capability assessment

model. Units are rated on their war-fighting capability based on the assessments provided

by this model. Dvna-METRIC is also used within the Air Force Materiel Command to

evaluate Readiness Spares Package ,RSP, requirements (Niklas. 1992:unnumbered).

Aircraft Sustainability Model (ASMN. The ASM is derived from the AAM. The

AAM is a "peacetime readiness model" (Slay and King. 19S7:1-2): the ASM is an

extension of the AAM that evaluates wartime sustainability (Slay and King. 1987:1.3).

The ASM is a

model of wartime sustainabilit\ that relates resomrces to figlhting ability over a
period o time. Specifically. it relates finding by weapon system to the
probability - day bv day - (f being able to, attain the flying, levels specified in the
Air loirce War and NMobilization Plan (WMP). (Slay and King. I "87:iii)

The ASM is a "two}-indenture. two-echelom requirements model for a single weapon

sstem].'' (Slav and King-,. 1987:2-2). It is nt t nmlv an assessment nimtdel but alsO a

requirements nimdel. It prn ects the aircraft availabilit\ rate\ given the asset p .sitit s
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(stock levels) ft)r the parts being modeled, as well as computes the stock levels "needed to)

fly the WMP. with a specified level o4 confidence. over a given period of time." (Slav and

King, 1987:1-3). The user is allowed to specify the desired goal. such as an expected

availability goal or a funding constraint (Sherbrooke. 1992:184). The ASM then provides

a "shopping list" (as discussed in the AAM "Solution Process"). identifying what spare

items to buy in order to achieve a target availability rate at a minimum cost (Rexroad.

1992: 15).

The ASM computes the relationship between funding and sustainability in such a way

that planners can easily develop and evaluate various budgets for War Reserve Materiel

(WRM) spares (Slay and King. 1987:iii).

Assumptions. The assumptions o•f the ASM are similar to those of other.

previously discussed, METRIC-based models. An aircraft is down (not available) upon

failure of an LRU for which no spare is available. If a part cannot be repaired at the base.

it is shipped to the depot for possible repair. A replenishment from the depot is requested

immediately. Both the base and deptoL operate under an o,.,- Ls) inventor-y policy. At either

the base or the depot. repair of the LRU consist, of replacing a failed SRU. A failed SRU

delays LRU repair: a failed LRU causes an aircraft to be unavailable. Like AAM. the

bases are assumed to be uniform with respect to demands, resupply times, and repair

capabilities. All failures occur at the base. At the depot, the part may be repaired or

condemned. If a part is condemned, a replenishment from an outside source of supply is

re(quested (Slay and King. 1987:2-2). Unlike AAM. the ASM incorporates the effects of

cannibalization (as described within the "Assumptions" of the Dyna-METRIC model).

Each part can be flagged as either cannibalizable or not cannibalizable (Slay.

1994:unnumbered).

Computational Process. It is difficult to model war because it is difficult to

quantify sustainability (Slay and King. 1987:1-I ). Because war is dynamic in nature.

pertormance over time cannot be represented with just one number. Related to, this is the
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problem of "computing. in a dynamic environment, the number of units in the various

logistics resupply pipelines." (Slay and King. 19,7: I -1 ). The term pipeline "denotes the

mean value of the number of items in a specific resupply process" (King. 19X5:2-I ). The

most significant difference between AAM and ASM lies in the computation of these

dynamic pipelines (Slay and King. 1987:2- ).

ASM uses the Dyna-METRIC approach to derive these dynamic pipeline quantities

(refer to the "Computational Process" within the "Dvna-METRIC" section). For example.

the number of LRUs that are in repair/resupply at the base and depot are computed using

the dynamic pipeline computation from Dwna-METRIC (King. 1985:2-6). Resupply

pipelines within the ASM are then computed by applying Vari-METRIC theory to the

dynamic environment. Both the mean and the ,adiance of the number of units in the

resupply pipelines are computed as a function oftime (Slay and King. 1487: 1-I).

Applying Vari-METRIC theory to the dynamic environment. Equations 30 and 31 for

computing the mean and variance for the number (of LRUs in base repair/resupply become

(King. 1985:4-6)

t

=(io / Ajo(u( I - r10) Ju + >j j.1 (u)r Jj du +
t-j()1  t-Aj(P

fIj()EIB(s)() I E(x )o).)Var(xo)()))I +
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Var(X,) = J fj()(u)( I - rjo) du + J XjI)(u)rj) du +
t-( ýi) t-Ajo

fio( I-tjo)E[B(so()I E(xfl)).Var(xl)()))I +

t1i0 2Var[ BIso() I E( x()()),Var( x()()))] +

K
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The expected backorder calculation within ASM uses a negative binomial distribution.

The parameters for the negative binomial distribution are the mean and the variance-to-

mean ratio(VTMR) -- mean=E(x P) (Equation 40) and VTMR=Var(xj0)/E(xjo)

(Equation 41/Equation 40). respectively.

Formulation and Solution Proces. The formulation and solution processes

of ASM are very similar to that of the AAM previously discussed. The essential difference

is in the objective of each model. The objective of the AAM is to maximize the aircraft

availability rate for a particular weapon system. subject to an investment constraint on

total system stock. The objective of the ASM is to minimize the Expected Not Mission

Capable Supply (ENMCS) aircraft for a particular weapon system, subject to an

investment constraint. This is essentially the same objective since the ENMCS aircraft can

be used to obtain the aircraft availability rate (Equation 39). When cannibalization is not

considered, the objective functions are very similar (refer to Equation 15 which gives the

probability that a randomly chosen plane is not NMCS for any part). When

cannibalization is considered, the objective function within ASM is to minimize the

ENMCS as computed by Equation 38 (Slay. 1994:unnumbered). The objective function

within the ASM becomes more complicated than that within the AAM when

cannibalization is considered.

Summar. The ASM has been incorporated into the Weapon System

Management Intormation S)stem (WSMIS). It is the "heart" of the
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Requirements/Execution Availability Logistics Module (REALM) Mobility Readiness

Spares Package (MRSP)/In-place Readiness Spares Package (IRSP) computation system.

The ASM not only performs MRSP/IRSP requirements computations but also performs

the budget allocation function (DRC. 1992:2-7). The ASM is also embedded in another

subsystem of WSMIS. the Major Command Dyna-METRIC Microcomputer Analysis

System (MAJCOM DMAS). The ASM is used within the MAJCOM DMAS to perform

requirements computations of spares requirements for unit deployments (DRC. 1993:2-4).

Summar

The METRIC-based models (METRIC. Mod-METRIC. AAM. Vari-METRIC,

Dyna-METRIC. and ASM) use the system approach to project the number of spare parts

to buy for an item. The system approach provides the optimal number of spare parts to

buy for each item to achieve a desired aircraft availability within a budgetary constraint.

METRIC and Mod-METRIC do not provide an actval aircraft availability rate. such

as the others, but they do provide the optimal spares levels for minimizing the expected

backorders within a budgetary constraint. This is still more efficient and economical than

the spares levels provided by current FMS reparable sparing models.

Current FMS sparing models follow an item approach. Because the item approach

considers only one part at a time. it can provide for spares levels that result in a very low

system availability or a funding requirement that exceeds the overall budget. A model that

uses the system approach is needed for use in FMS reparable sparing to provide adequate

aircraft availability without spending more than a given dollar amount.
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III. Methodologv

Overview

The purpose of this research is to determine if an inventory model exists that can be

used in Foreign Military Sales (FMS) reparable sparing to provide the most aircraft

availability possible from a given inventory investment. As shown in chapter II, several

models exist that maximize availability for a given investment level. Table 3-1 provides a

comparison of all the METRIC-based models presented in chapter !I.

Table 3- 1. Comparison of METRIC-Based Models

AME]]UC IMod-METIC IAAM I V~jMB1~C I yaME7IC A5M

Objective Minimize Expected Maxltni-e Aircraft A\vulability Minimize
Function & Backorders subject to subject to Budget ENMCS
Constraint Budget subject to

BudMet

Performance Expected LRU Expected Backorders by Part, ]Measures ! Backorders Aircraft Availability Rate

Uses Compute Compute Compute Compute Perform Compute
Reqmt spare Air Force Reqmt for Air Force MRSP &
tor Parts: stock for Worldwide Parts; not Capability IRSP
currently engine Reqmt currently Assessments Reqtin,
not used modules for Parts used as

sutd-alone
model

Convenience N/A Easily run Runs on N/A Easily run Easily run
on micro- mainframe on micro- on micro-
computer computer; computer computer:

not easily easily
distributed distributed

Referring to Table 3- I. the AAM. Vari-METRIC model. Dyna-METRIC model. and

ASM provide an aircraft availability measure. The AAM. Vari-METRIC model. and
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ASM actually provide an ordered shopping list of parts to buy to maximize availability for

a given investment. The Dyna-METRIC model can compute stock level requirements but

is primarily used for assessing the capability of pre-determined stock levels. Even though

the Va-i-METRIC model could be used as a stand-alone model, in practice, it is not:

however, the logic has been incorporated into other models, such as the ASM. There are

actually only two METRIC-based models, then, that could be most readily used in FMS

reparable sparing. They are AAM and ASM.

The criteria for selecting a model. as defined within chapter 1. "Scope and

Limitations", were that the model is convenient to use. provides performance measures

(i.e. expected backorders. aircraft availability rate), ensures an efficient inventory

investment, and maximizes aircraft availability subjiect to a cost constraint. Both the AAM

and the ASM fulfill the last three criteria, but the ASM is more convenient to use. The

AAM is computationally demanding and runs only on a mainframe computer: the ASM

can run very quickly on both a maintrame and a micro-computer. The ASM is easily

distributed to multiple users: the AAM is currently run by only one user within the Air

Force. Not only is the ASM more convenient to use, but it also provides more features by

incorporating the Vari-METRIC logic and by allowing for cannibalization of parts. For

these reasons, the ASM was chosen as the model to be used in FMS reparable sparing.

The remaining tasks are adaptation of the ASM to the FMS environment and

validation of the ASM for use in FMS reparable sparing. The results of the ASM are

compared to the current FMS sparing models in terms of dollars spent, mix of spare parts.

and aircraft availability. The comparison involves the following steps: data collection.

model development, model validation, and model use. This research demonstrates that the

ASM can be used in FMS reparable sparing to provide the most efficient and economical

inventory purchase.
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Data Collection

Data collection involves gathering the data from two different FMS systems.

analyzing the data. and converting the data for use in the ASM.

Data Gathe.rn. Mr Gary Bingham. Ogden Air Logistics Center (ALC). provided a

"Spares Negotiation Listing for FMS" from the International Data System (IDS) for a

subset of F16 parts ( 177 parts) recently sold to a foreign country. Mr Tony Castillo, San

Antonio ALC. provided a "Spares Negotiation Listing for FMS" from the International

Weapon Item Projection System (IWIPS) for a subset of F5 parts (88 parts). The "Spares

Negotiation Listing, for FMS" contains part data, program data. and actual recommended

quantities calculated by the FMS system. IDS and IWIPS. respectively.

The spares negotiation listings provide the necessary input data for the ASM. as well

as the actual stock levels (by part) computed by the FMS systems. The part data includes:

National Stock Number (NSN). cost. quantity per end item, application fraction, next

higher assembly NSN. NRTS. and condemnation rate. The program data includes:

procurement lead time, total number of aircraft, flying hoiurs per month, base repair days.

and depot repair days. The base repair days and depot repair days'are the same across all

parts in the listing. The actual stock levels computed by the FMS systems are compared

to the stock levels computed by the ASM.

Data Analysis Plan. The data provided by the centers is used as provided. The ASM

has built-in screening and range checking capability. This capability is relied upon to

ensure the correctness of the data. If any questionable data elements are encountered. the

model flags the situation by putting out a warning. Under certain conditions, the model

defaults to appropriate values. Two different representative data files. IDS and IWIPS.

were provided. Multiple data sets ensure that the model does not accommodate only one

situation.

Data Conversion. Although the negotiation listing provides the required data for the

ASM. the listing is not in the correct format for the ASM. A conversion program was
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written to put the FNIS data into the ASM format. The program determines indenture

relationships among the parts. computes pipeline quantities according to both the

appropriate FMS system and the ASM, computes a maximum stock level for each part.

and builds the ASM input files. The computation of the pipeline quantities and a

maximum stock level for each part will be discussed within "Model Validation".

A user interface was also developed for the convenience of the FMS program

manager. The interface manages data, runs the ASM, and provides the capability to view

and/or print output reports. The interface in managing data provides the capability to:

convert existing FMS data to the ASM format. load existing data files to be rerun, input

new FMS data to run through the ASM, and edit and save existing data. A database

structure is used to manage the data. The data to be used by the ASM is entered and

maintained in a format familiar to the FMS customer.

Model Development

Model development involves making assumptions. designing an approach. and

summarizing the results. Several asumptions are made in running the ASM to compute

stock level requirements for the FMS data. These assumptions are made to provide a

comparable technique to that used within the FMS systems. The ASM not only computes

the FMS stock levels but also assesses both the IDS/IWIPS computed stock levels and the

ASM computed stock levels. Summaries of the resulting stock levels and associated cost

figures and aircraft availabilities are provided.

Assumptions. The assumptions made in running the ASM to compute FMS

requirements are:

I. There is only one base and no depot. Modeling the entire supply system as if at

one base accounts for all demand (base, depot. and condemnations) but provides a

"worldwide" stock level for each part, or the total requirement by part for the particular
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customer country. The current FMS sparing models also provide a total requirement by

part: the requirement is not separated into a base portion and a depot portion.

2. The FMS requirements computation represents a peacetime computation. The Air

Force currently uses ASM to compute wartime requirements. but it also can be used to

compute peacetime requirements.

3. The probability distribution of the pipeline quantity is modeled as a pure Poisson.

Thus. the Vari-METRIC feature is not used in computing the FMS requirements.

4. As mentioned in chapter 1. the models discussed within this thesis are reparable

sparing models. Requirements for consumable items, items that cannot he repaired and

are consumed in use. are not computed using METRIC-based models. For this reason.

consumable items are not included in the requirements computations.

5. The FMS spares negotiation listings do not identify items as LRUs and SRUs.

The ASM relies upon indenture relationship,, in pertonrning its computations. The

following strategy is used to distinguish LRUs from SRI Is: if a part appears on the listing

as a next higher assembly NSN for another part, the part is an LRU. The part having a

next higher assembly NSN located in the listing is an SRU. If the next higher assembly for

a part can not be found in the listing, that part is an LRU. If a part appears more than

once in the listing with identical data elements, the additional occurrences of the part are

removed from the listing. If a part appears more than once in the listing withou identical

data elements, the additional parts are given an extension ("F" for first, "S" for second.

"T" for third. "0" for fourth, etc.). The extension ensures that each part on the listing has

a unique NSN. This is required by the ASM.

6. Cannibalization is not considered when running the ASM. This is consistent with

the current FMS sparing process.

7. The FMS spares negotiation listing does not provide a demand rate for each part.

The listing does provide a condemnation rate, a NRTS rate. and a RTS rate (base

processing rate). Because the demand rate is used in computing these rates, the demand
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rate Ior each part is determined by setting the equation for each ot the above rates equal to

the value provided in the listing and then solving for the demand rate. This results in

identical pipeline quantities between the ASM and the current FMS models.

S. The repair times used in the FMS requirements computation are fixed

(deterministic), allowing for no variability. Thus. the same fixed times are used in the

ASM.

9. The order and ship time (OST) is assumed to be 14 days based on discussions with

system program managers. The OST is included in the depot repair time (DRT) in current

FMS sparing models. For the ASM requirements computation. the DRT is the difference

between the given FMS DRT and a 14 day OST.

10. To ensure that the ASM does not spend more than the current FMS models. the

cost of the requirements computed by the EMS sparing model (either IDS or IWIPS) is

used as the desired cost target. The objective of the ASM run is to minimize the Expected

Not Mission Capable Supply (ENMCS) aircraft (maximize aircraft availability) subject to

this cost constraint.

Approach. The overall approach demonstrating that the ASM model is preferable to

current FMS reparable sparing techniques involves, the comparison of stock levels, cost

figures. and aircraft availabilities of the current FMS sparing models (IDS and IWIPS)

with those of the ASM. A comparison of the current models and the ASM displays the

benefits of using the system approach as opposed to the item approach. The following

procedure is used to make this comparison.

After obtaining the spares negotiation listings from the FMS system managers. the

first step is to verify the pipeline quantities and thus. the FMS requirements. Using the

equations presented in Appendix A for computing IDS and IWIPS pipeline quantities and

the data from the FMS listings, pipeline quantities are computed. This is done for two

reasons. First, the IDS spares negotiation listing does not provide the actual pipeline

quantity but only a requirement. The actual pipeline quantity is required for comparison
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with the ASM pipeline quantity: the two should be the same. This will be discussed in

"Model Validation". Second. the IWIPS pipeline quantities incorporate the Quantity Per

Configuration (QPC). The QPC is not a data element on the listing but rather a factor

used by the equipment specialists to adjust the Quantity Per Application (QPA). The QPC

factor is determined by recalculating the pipeline quantity. The QPA is then factored b\

the QPC so that the correct QPA is input to the ASM.

The next step is to run the ASM in requirements mode to compute the stock level

requirements for the FMS data. Two runs are made--one using the IDS data and one

using the IWIPS data. The first run computes requirements for the parts on the IDS

spares negotiation listing using the total cost of the requirements on the IDS listing as the

investment constraint. The second run compute., requirements for the parts on the IWIPS

spares negotiation listing using the total cost of the requirements on the IWIPS listing as

the investment constraint. The previously discussed assumptions are incorporated into the

ASM input files to ensure consistent modeling of the FMS pipelines. The results of each

requirements computation are presented in Chapter IV.

The final step is to run the ASM in assessment mode to evaluate the various

computed stock levels. Four assessments are run. The first is an assessment of the stock

levels computed using the ASM with the IDS data. The second is an assessment of the

stock levels computed using the IDS system. The third is an assessment of the stock

levels computed using the ASM with the IWIPS data. and the final assessment is of the

stock levels computed using the IWIPS system. The results of the assessments are

performance measures (i.e. expected backorders. aircraft availability rate) and cost figures

to be used in evaluating and comparing the ASM with the FMS systems. These results are

presented in Chapter IV.

Representation of Results. The ASM and the current FMS models are compared with

respect to the computed stock levels (actual number of parts (depth) as well as the number

of parts with an actual requirement (range)), the resulting cost figures. and the associated
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aircratt availabilities. The comparisons are made by evaluating the abolute differences

between the values. Two reports represent the results. The first report i,, a

"Computations Summary": the second report is a "PerfOrnance/Cost Summary".

The "Computations Summary" presents the stock level comparison. For each part

(NSN) it displays the pipeline, the requirement and expected backorders for both the ASM

computation and the FMS computation, the cost, and the stockage cap. The pipeline is

the same under both models. the ASM and the FMS (IDS or IWIPS). The expected

backorder figure represents the number of backorders expected given the specified stock

level (requirement).

The "Performance/Cost Summary" presents the cost and aircraft availability

comparison. This report is simple in that it only displays the cost and aircraft availabilitN

associated with each model - the readiness based sparing (RBS) model (ASM) and the

FMS model.

Model Validation

The result ot this study is a model that can be used in FMS reparable sparing to

provide the greatest aircraft availability possible from a given inventory investment. In

order to show that the model provides the most efficient and the most economical

inventor-y purchase. the model is validated. In validating the readiness based sparing

technique, system approach. of the ASM. the following four components of Sargent's

"validation program" (Sargent. 1988:33) are addressed:

1. conceptual model validation
2. computerized model verification
3. operational validation
4. input data validation

"Input data validity" (Sargent. 1988:34) was addressed in "Data Analysis Plan".

Conceptual Model Validation. Conceptual model validation is determining that the

Underlying assumptions and theories are correct and that the model logic and mathematical
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toundation is sound (Sargent. 1988:35). The validation techniques that are used in thie

conceptual model validation are mathematical proof (the correctness of the mathematical

foundation of the model has been documented in the literature: refer to Chapter II) and

"face validity" (Sargent. 1988:34). Face validity involves having experts in the area of

readiness based sparing review the FMS application of the ASM model and its

assumptions and explain whether or not it appears "reasonable" (Sargent. 1988:34).

Computerized Model Verification. Computerized model verification is determining

the correctness of the computer program and incorporation of the conceptual model

(Sargent, 19WS:35). The validation techniques that are used in the computerized model

verification are "walking through" (Sarg¶mt. 1988:35) the code and "extreme-condition

tests" (Sargent. 1988:331.

Walking through the code invokles stepping through the computation of the pipeline

quantities. The ASM pipeline computation i,ý very similar to that of the FMS models (both

the IDS and the IWIPS). For this reason. the ASM pipeline quantities should equal the

FMS pipeline quantities. If the two quantities differ, the correctness of the data

conversion program, discussed in "Data Conversion". is verified. If the data conversion

program is not correct. the resuits of the ASM runs are not correct.

Extreme-condition tests involve structuring the model to be robust in handling

extreme conditions and "restricting behavior outside of normal operating ranges" (Sargent.

l9N8:33). The built-in range checking capability of the ASM is relied upon heavily. It any

extreme conditions occur. the model flags the situation and under certain conditions

defaults to appropriate values. If the condition does not prevent the model from running.

the situation is marked so that the user can investigate. The model may abnormally

terminate, but it provides explanatory warning messages.

Operational Validation. Operational validation is determining that the model's output

Is accurate and useful (Sargent. 1988:35 . The technique that is used in the operational

,alidatitn is "cormparisons to other models" (Sargent. 1988:33-34).
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If in computing the FNIS requirements the ASM computes identical pipeline quantities

to that provided in the spares negotiation listings, the accuracy of the model is

demonstrated. It in assessing the FMS requirements the ASM computes an identical cost

(the model recomputes the associated cost) to that provided in the spares negotiation

listing!s. the accuracy of the model is ag.ain demonstrated.

The usefulness of the model is demonstrated if the ASM provides reasonable stock

levels, spends no more than the current FMS models, and provides better aircraft

availability. Reasonable stock levels are those that are not too different in range and depth

from the current models. The ASM can be run allowing for a maximum stock level

(stockage cap) for each part. The stockage caps provide a more stable. robust

computation. especially when the accuracy of the data is a concern. These caps ensure

that the marginal analysis process does not compute extremely high safety stock quantities

for low cost items. This helps reduce exces inventory and warehouse requirements.

Stockage caps are not applied, but the cap is computed for review. Reviewing the

stockage cap reveals if the stockage cap could be applied to ensure reasonable stock

levels.

Model I ;se

After the ASM is validated as the model to use in FMS reparable sparing.

authorization for incorporating the model into the current FMS systems (IDS and IWIPSI

must be obtained. Once authorization is obtained, the model can be used by the FMS

program managers to provide customer countries with the most aircraft availability

possible from a given inventory investment. The equipment specialists at San Antonio

ALC. specificaliv Mr Tony Castillo (mentioned in "Data Gathering" as the source of the

IWIPS data), are currently looking into using the ASM with the data conversion program

and user interface developed in this research effort. They are very interested in

incorporating readiness based sparing into the IWVIPS.
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Summarx

This research seeks to demonstrate that the ASM is superor to current FNIS

reparable sparing models in providing the most efficient and economical inventory

purchase. Data used in the analysis was collected from system program managers at

Ogden ALC and San Antonio ALC. This data is analyzed and converted into the proper

format for the ASM. After making several assumptions. pipeline computations are

verified, a cost target is chosen, and the ASM is run to not only compute the FMS stock

levels but also to assess both the IDS/IWIPS computed stock levels and the ASM

computed stock levels. The resulting stock levels and associated cost figures and aircraft

availabilities are compared to validate thn model. If the ASM computes reasonable stock

levels and provides better aircratt availability for a given level of expenditure than the

current FMS models, then it is validated. The model can then be used by FMS program

managers to provide better support to customer countries.
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IV. Results and Analysis

Overview

The approach used to demonstrate that the ASM is preferable to current FNIS

reparable sparing techniques is outlined in chapter II!. The first step in the approach is to

verify pipeline quantities. Pipeline quantities are computed in the data conversion program

using both the appropriate FMS equations (IDS and IWIPS) and the ASM equations. The

next step in the approach is to run the ASM twice in requirements mode. The first run

computes the stock level requirements using the IDS input data. The second run

computes the stock level requirements using the IWIPS input data. Running the ASM in

assessment mode to evaluate the v'ariou, computed stock levels is the final step in the

approach. Four assessments are run (refer to chapter Ill. "Approach" .

The results of the data conersion program and the various ASM runs are now

presented. There are two sets of results: the IDS as compared to the ASNI and the

IWIPS as compared to the ASM. Both sets ot results are presented and then analyzed.

An evaluation of the analysis is also provided.

In following the approach. three modifications are made. The first modification

involves the investment constraint used in the ASM requirement.s computation. The

oriiinal investment constraint ,as the total cost of the requirements computed b% the

FMS sparing model (IDS or IWIPS. as appropriate). The actual investment constraint is

the FMS total cost less the unit cost of the most expensive part in the input data file.

Using this modified investment constraint ensures that ASM does not spend more than the

EMS sparing model.

The second modification involves the stockage cap calculation. As mentioned in

chapter Ill. the ;tockage cap,. are not applied in thi, research. but the\ are computed for

revie% of applicability. The standard IWlIPS satet\ stIock computation. ý3 pipeline.
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(refer to Appendix A). is not used. A slight modification is made to this computation so

that the stockage cap is the pipeline plus V4. pipeline . The minimum value of the

stockage cap is two so that if the pipeline for a part is very small the maximum stock level

for that part is at least two. The modified stockage cap computation provides basically the

same results as the standard IWIPS computation. The differences are that when the

pipeline for a part is very small the minimum stockage cap of two is applied and when the

pipeline for a part is large the modified stockage cap allows for larger amounts of stock.

In either case, the modified stockage cap allows for only a slightly greater amount of stock

but still provides the extra that may be needed with larger pipelines.

The third modification involkes the addition of another "Performance/Cost Summary"

report. The additional report provides more details on the range and depth of parts and

the average and maximum expected backorders. It is ued with the performance/cost

summary described in chapter Ill.

IDS versus ASM

Data Conversion Results. The data conversion program produces five files--the ASM

input files (four files) and an intermediate part file containing pipeline qu:,rtities (IDS and

ASM computed quantities) and the stockage cap tor each part.

The ASM input files include a parameters file, a scenario file, an LRU component

data file. and an SRU component data file. The parameters file contains all the processing

options for the ASM run. The assumptions discussed in chapter Ill are represented in this

tile.

The scenario file contains the flying program in hours per day for the ASM run. The

IDS run is for 5H aircraft tlving an average ot 13 hours per aircraft per month so that the

flting hours per day equal 21.67 assuming 3) days in a month (50. 13 / 30 = 21.67).

The LRII component data file and the SRU component data file contain all the part

data as provided on the spares negotiation listing described in chapter III. "Data
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Gathering". The data conversion program uses the strategy described in chapter 111.

assumption 5, to determine whether a part is an LRU or an SRU. Based on this strategy.

the IDS data contains 95 LRUs and 82 SRUs.

The ASM uses the indenture relationships to determine the stock level requirements

as explained in chapter II. Current FMS techniques do not distinguish between LRUs and

SRUs. Because of this. all parts in the output reports are listed together without

distinguishing between LRUs and SRUs.

Reviewing the intermediate part file confirms that the IDS pipeline quantities equal

the ASM pipeline quantities. This verifies the accuracy of the data conversion program

and the accuracy of assumption 7 (chapter 111) which explains the determination of

demand rates. The pipeline quantity as well as the computed stockage cap for each part

are presented in Appendix B. Tablc B- 1. "Computations Summary for the ASM/IDS

Comparison".

Model Results. The ASM is run once in requirements mode to compute the required

stock levels using the IDS input data and then twice in assessment mode to evaluate both

the ASM computed requirements and the IDS computed requirements. The results of the

requirements run are presented in Appendix B. Table B- I. The results of the assessment

run are presented in Table 4- 1. "Performance/Cost Summary for the ASM/IDS

Comparison".

All data in Table B- I is presented by part, "NSN". The third column of Table B- 1.

"RBS Computation Reqmt". represents the requirement computed using the ASM. The

fifth column. "FMS Computation Reqmt". represents the requirement computed using the

IDS system. Columns four and six represent the number of expected backorders. "EBOs".

associated with the RBS (ASM) requirements and the FMS (IDS) requirements.

respectively. The pipeline quantity. "Pipeline", is presented in column two. The unit cost,

"Cost". is presented in column seven, and the stockage cap. "Stock Cap". is presented in

the last column.
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A preliminary look at Table B- I demonstrates that the ASM computes a larger

requirement than the IDS for 168 out of the 177 parts. Of the nine remaining parts. four

parts have very small pipelines indicating a very low demand for these parts and the other

five parts are five of the most expensive parts. Because the five expensive parts have

relatively low pipelines, the marginal analysis technique of the ASM accommodates the

need for a cheaper part with a larger pipeline. or greater demand.

Table 4- 1. Performance/Cost Summary for the ASM/IDS Comparison

PERFORMIANCE/COST SUMMARY

Cost of RBS: $11.846.728.00
Aircraft Availability associated with this cost: 66%

Cost of FMS Sparing: $12.112,378.00
Aircraft Availability associated with this cost: 21%

Table 4-1 presents the total cost and the aircraft availability associated with the cost

for both the RBS (ASM) and the FMS (IDS) computations. The total cost of the ASM

computed requirements is $11,846.728.00. The aircraft availability associated with this

cost is 66%/: that is. of the 50 total aircraft 33 aircraft would be operational given the

ASM computed ;tock levels from Table B- I are maintained. The total cost of the IDS

computed requirements is $12.11 2.378.00. The aircraft availability associated with this

cost is 2 1%: of the 50 total aircraft approximately II aircraft would be operational given

the IDS computed stock levels.

IWIPS versus ASM

Data Conversion Results. The results of the data conversion program using the

IWIPS input data are very similar to the results using the IDS input data. Five files are
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produced --the ASM input files (four files) and an intermediate part file containing pipeline

quantities (IWIPS and ASM computed quantities) and the stockage cap for each part.

The parameters file is identical to that used in the IDS and ASM comparison, except

ftor weapon system name and number of aircraft.

The IWIPS run is for 20 aircraft flying an average ot 10 hours per aircraft per month.

so that the scenario file contains 6.67 flying ho~urs per day (20 • 10 / 301 = 6.67).

Based on the strategy described in chapter 111, assumption 5. for distinguishing LRUs

from SRUs. the IWIPS data contains 87 LRUs and no) SRUs. An SRU component data

file is produced. but contains no data. The LRU component data file contains all the part

data as provided on the spares negotiation listing described in chapter III. "Data

Gathering".

Reviewing the intermediate part file contirms that the IWIPS pipeline quantities equal

the ASM pipeline quantities. This again verifies the accuracy of the data conversitn

program and the accuracy of assumption 7 (chapter 111. The pipeline quantity as well as

the computed stockage cap for each part are presented in Appendix C. Table C- I.

"Computations Summary for the ASM/IWIPS Comparison".

Model Results. The ASM is run once in requirements mode to compute the required

stock levels using the IWIPS input data and then twice in assessment mode to evaluate

both the ASM computed requirements and the IWIPS computed requirements. The

results of the requirements run are presented in Appendix C. Table C- 1. The results of the

assessment run are presented in Table 4-2. "Performance/Cost Summary fo~r the

ASM/IWIPS Comparison".

Table C- I is identical to Table B- I. except that the fifth column. "FMS Computation

Reqmt". represents the requirement computed using the IWIPS system. Column six also

represents the number of expected backorders associated with the IWIPS requirements.

The data in Table C- I shoiws that the ASNI computes a larger requirement than the

IWIPS tor 82 out of the 87 parts. The five remaining parts are the five motst expensive
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parts. Like the IDS comparison, the five most expensive part, have relatively low

pipelines so that the ASM recognizes the need for more cheaper parts with larger

pipelines.

Table 4-2. Performance/Cost Summary for the ASM/IWIPS Comparison
PERFORMANCE/COST SUMMARY

Cost of RBS: $1,229.314.00
Aircraft Availability associated with this cost: 53%

Cost of FMS Sparing: $1.273.282.00
Aircraft Availability associated with this cost: 4%

Table 4-2 presents the total cost and the aircraft availability associated with the cost

•or both the RBS (ASM) and the FMS (IWIPS) computations. The total cost of the ASM

computed requirements is $1.229.314.-00. The aircraft availability associated with this

cost is 53%. Of the 20 total aircraft approximately I! aircraft would be operational given

the ASM computed stock levels from Table C- are maintained. The total cost of the

IWIPS computed requirements is $1.273,282.00. The aircraft availability associated with

this cost is 4rc/. Of the 20 total aircraft approximately I aircraft would be operational

given the IWIPS computed stock levels.

Analysis of the ASM/FMS Model Comparisons

Although two sets of results have been presented, the more significant comparison is

between the ASM and the current FMS techniques. The two sets of results presented

verify that the ASM is preferable to current FMS reparable sparing techniques in the

computation of stock level requirements.
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Expert Opinion. The Division of Management Sciences, Headquarters. Air Force

Materiel Command, (HQ AFMC/XPS). is the technical office of primary responsibility

(OPR) for several of the METRIC-based models --Mod-METRIC, the AAM. and Dyna-

METRIC. Analysts within HQ AFMC/XPS are considered experts by the Air Force

logistics community with regard to these models and readiness based sparing. The FMS

application of the ASM has been reviewed by several of the analysts within HQ

AFMC/XPS. These analysts approve of this application of readiness based sparing to the

FMS situation, finding it reasonable as well as long overdue.

The true experts in FMS reparable sparing are the actual equipment specialists, such

as Mr Tony Castillo, San Antonio ALC. Mr Castillo provided the IWIPS data used in the

ASM/IWIPS comparison. In reviewing the results. he is very impressed with the fact that

the ASM computed a larger requirement for most parts while spending less and providing

a higher aircraft availability. He is also impressed that his data could easily and accurately

be converted to the ASM format. Mr Castillo is very interested in actually using the FMS

application of the ASM.

Walking Through Pipeline ComputationS. Pipeline quantities are computed in the

data conversion program using both the appropriate FMS equations (IDS and IWIPS) and

the ASM equations. The computed FMS pipeline quantities equal the computed ASM

pipeline quantities in both situations.

As added verification of the computed pipeline quantities and the accuracy of the

input data to the ASM. the actual pipeline quantities computed by the ASM are compared

to those computed in the data conversion program. All pipeline quantities are identical.

The FMS quantities equal the preliminary ASM quantities which equal the actual

quantities computed by the ASM. Because the actual ASM pipeline quantities are the

same as those from the FMS models. the ASM is considered to accurately represent the

current FMS reparable sparing environment.
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Stock Level Comparisons. In comparing stock levels between the ASM and the

current FMS models. looking at the quantities by part, as presented in "Model Results" for

both the IDS and the IWIPS comparisons, is not enough. Looking at the depth and range

of parts is also important. The ASM provides reasonable stock levels if the computed

stock level requirements are not too different in depth and range from the current FMS

models. Reviewing the stockage caps will reveal if the stockage cap could be applied to

control the depth and range ensuring reasonable stock levels.

The depth is the total number of parts required. The ASM as demonstrated in "Model

Results" computes a larger requirement for most of the parts. This results in a larger

number of available spares. If the cost target is not exceeded this is good. The depth ot

parts with the ASM should be larger than that with the current FMS models.

The range is the number of parts with an actual requirement. Storing spare parts

requires warehouse space. Requiring new parts that previously have not been required

can increase warehouse requirements. For this reas,on. the range of parts with the ASM

should be no greater than that with the current FMS models.

Table 4-3 presents the "Detailed Performance/Cost Summary for the ASM/IDS

Comparison": Table 4-4 presents the "Detailed Performance/Cost Summary for the

ASM/IWIPS Comparison".

From Table 4-3, the depth of parts with the ASM is 3673 while the depth of parts

with the IDS is 2743 --a difference of 930 parts. The range of parts with the ASM is 17(0

while the range of parts with the IDS is 177 --a difference of seven parts. The ASM

provides a larger total number of parts while requiring no new parts. The ASM stock

level requirements. then, are reasonable.
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Table 4-3. Detailed Performance/Cost Summary for the ASM/IDS Comparison

ASM IDS

Cost ot Spares $1 1,846,756.0() $12,112.412.00

Number of Spares (Depth) 3673 2743

Number of Items with
Requirement > 0 (Range) 170 177

Average EBOs 0.17 1.07

Maximum EBOs 3.14 10.89

Aircraft Availability 66% 211 %

Table 4-4. Detailed Performance/Cost Summary for the ASM/IWIPS Comparison

ASM IWIPS

Cost of Spares $1.229.353.88 $1.273.321.63

Number of Spares (Depth) 1235 842

Number of Items with
Requirement > 0 (Range) 83 S()

Average EBOs 0.15 0.75

Maximum EBOs 1.53 7.07

Aircraft Availability 53% 4%

From Table 4-4. the depth of parts with the ASM is 1235 while the depth of parts

with the IWIPS is 842 --a difference of 393 parts. The range of parts with the ASM is 83

while the range of parts with the IWIPS is 80 --the ASM requires 3 additional parts. The



ASM, then. provides a larger total number of parts while requiring 3 additional parts. At

first this does not appear reasonable, but the following analysis demonstrates that the

ASM stock levels are not unreasonable.

Referring to Table C- 1, the ASM computes a requirement for seven parts for which

the IWIPS does not compute a requirement. The total cost of the requirements for these

seven parts is $37,294.00. The IWIPS computes a requirement for four parts for which

the ASM does not compute a requirement. The total cost of the requirements for these

four parts is $439.245.11. In computing a requirement for 3 additional parts. the ASM is

still spending $401,951.11 less on these parts. The ASM stock level requirements. then.

appear to be reasonable.

The marginal analysis process of the ASM may compute large stock level

requirements for low cost items. To ensure that stock level requirements do not become

too unreasonable, stockage caps can be applied to provide maximum stock levels.

Table B- 1 contains the stockage. caps for the IDS data, and Table C-I contains the

stockage caps for the IWIPS data.

Reviewing these caps indicates that the ASM i s providing stock levels that are very

close to these caps for both sets of FMS data. If the cap is exceeded. it is not by much. It

is exceeded because the parts are cheaper than other parts.

Applying the stockage caps does not appear to be necessary. The depth of parts

would not be significantly affected. The depth of parts would only decrease by 18 parts

with the IDS data and 134 parts with the IWIPS data. The range would also not be

affected. The stockage cap controls the requirement from becoming too large. If a part

has no requirement. the cap would not affect this. Stockage caps. then. are not needed in

the ASM/FMS comparison. The ASMl not only provides larger stock levels than the

current FMS models, but it also provides reasonable stock levels.

Performance/Cost Comparisons. The ASM spends less and provides better aircratt

availability than both of the current FMS models (IDS and IWIPS).
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Referring to Table 4- 1. the ASM spends $265.t)5() less than the IDS model and

provides three times the availability (33 aircraft. as compared to II aircraft). From

Table 4-2. the ASM spends $43,968 less than the IWIPS model and provides over 1(0

times the availability ( II aircraft, as compared to I aircraft).

The accuracy of the ASM is demonstrated in tile recalculation of the FMS cost. The

actual cost of the IDS requirements is $12.1112.412 (Table 4-3). In assessing the IDS

requirements, the ASM computes a total IDS cost of $12.112.378 (Table 4- 1). The

difference of $34 is due to rounding: the ASM does not round the costs associated with

individual pans while the IDS model does.

The actual cost of the IWIPS requirements is $1.273,321.63 (Table 4-4). The ASM

computes a total IWIPS cost of $1.273.282.0() (Table 4-2). Again, the difference of

$39.63 is due to rounding.

The improved aircraft availability provided by the ASM is also demonstrated through

review of the expected backorders (EBO.s' resultiig from the ASM and the FMS stock

level requirements. The average EBOs across all parts of the ASM using the IDS data is

0. 17: the average EBOs across all parts of the IDS model is 1.07. The maximum EBOS

for any part of the ASM is 3.14: the maximum EBOs for any part of the IDS model is

10.89 (refer to Table 4-3).

The average EBOs across all parts of the ASM using the IWIPS data is 0. 15: the

average EBOs across all parts of the IWIPS model is 0.75. The maximum EBOs for any

pan of the ASM is 1.53: the maximum EBOs for any part of the IWIPS model is 7.07

(refer to Table 4-4).

Compared to both the IDS and the IWIPS. the ASM stock levels result in less

expected backorders. or less unfilled demands. Thus. the ASM provides better aircraft

availability than the current FMS models.
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Evaluation of Analysis

The FMS application of the ASM has been validated. The underlying assumptions.

theories, and mathematical foundation of the application of the ASM are correct and

sound. The logic and the output of the model are accurate and usetul. Readiness based

sparing techniques can and should be applied to the FMS environment. This has been

shown. Because of this. the analysis is meaningful.

The analysis is also as expected. Readiness based sparing is known for providing the

most aircraft availability possible for a given investment. The system approach of the

ASM. as opposed to the item approach of current FMS reparable sparing models.

provides a more efficient and economical inventory purchase.

The analysis has application. Customer countries can be assured that their investment

level will be maintained while they obtain an oprtmai mix of spare parts. By entering the

investment level as a cost target. the country is assured that the ASM will spend no more

than the investment level.

The analysis will have an impact. The use of me ASM in FMS reparable sparing will

provide better support to our customer countries.

Summaa

The results of the ASM/FMS comparison demonstrate that the ASM provides

reasonable stock levels, spends no more than the current FMS models, and provides better

aircraft availability. The research is a success. The ASM can be used in FMS reparable

sparing to provide the most aircraft availability possible from a given inventory

investment.
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V. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary of Research Effort

Current FMS reparable sparing models use the item approach. The number of spare

pans for an item are determined without considering the other items on the system. By

considering only one item at a time. the current FMS models may provide stock levels that

result in a very low system availability or a funding requirement that exceeds the o~erall

budget. An inventory model is needed that can be used in FMS reparable sparing to

provide the most aircraft availability possible trom a given inventory investment. The

ASM is such a model. It uses the system approach. which provides the most aircraft

availability possible from a given inventory investment by computing the optimal number

of spare parts to buy for each item.

FMS data was obtained from two sources: the IDS and the IWIPS. Both the IDS

and the IWIPS are currently used i, FNMS repawablc spauring to provide stock level

requirements to customer countries. The !DS is used at Ogden Air Logistics Center. and

the IWIPS is used at San Antonio Air Logistics Center. The data (,btained from these

FMS systems included part data. program data. and actual recommended stouck ievei

quantities calculated by the respective FMS sy stems.

The ASM was run twice in requirements mode to compute stock le~el requirements

using the pan and program data from each FMS system. The stock levels recommended

by the IDS and IWIPS and the stock levels trom the two ASM requirement.s runs "ere

then evaluated using the ASM in assessment mode. The ASM and the current FMS

models were compared with respect to the computed stock levels, the resultin.g cost

figures. and the associated aircraft availabilities. The two sets tt results verified that the

ASM is preterable to current FMS reparable sparing, techniques in the computation ot

stoc.k level requirements.



Cofnclusions

The current FMS models, both the IDS and the IWIPS. recommended stock levels

that resulted in much lower aircraft availability estimates than the ASM. To obtain a

higher aircraft availability with the mix of parts specified by the IDS and the IWIPS. a

larger investment level (greater than the budget provided) would be required. These

results demonstrate the drawbacks of the item approach.

The stock levels computed by the ASM provided a greater depth of parts than the

current FMS models while not varying much in range. The stock levels also resulted in a

much higher aircraft availability and a slightly smaller investment. Two conclusions can be

made from the results presented in chapter IV. The first conclusion is the ASM is superior

to current FMS reparable sparing models in providing the most efficient and economical

inventory purchase. The second conciusion is that the ASM provides more features than

the current FNIS models, such as the choice of tsing a cost or aircraft availability target.

the application of stockage caps and the cannibalization of parts.

The obiective of the ASM is to minimize the Expected Not Mission Capable due to

Supply (ENMCS) aircraft subject tc( an investment constraint. To achieve this objective, a

cost target as well as an aircraft availability target can be applied. The cost target was

uieJ in this research effort. The aircraft availability target can be used when a particular

I-N.ICS level is desired. Using the desired ENMCS level (aircraft availability target), the

\S\1 � iIl compute the stock levels required to achieve this target at the least level of

ir.',trient. 1 he ASM can then be run to achieve the maximum aircraft availability for a

r.n in% e,,tment level 4cost target) or to achieve a given aircraft availability at the

-i 'nu in.c-,t ir eni le el aircraft availability target).

I \S\ allw ' t,,r the application of stockage caps. Stockage caps ca'n be applied

, ,r'.., ..l- is 'in ',nlk .elected parts. The application of stockage caps

t.,, k lcý L- requirements that are not exceptionally high or



The ASM can compute stock level requirements Lonsidering cannibalization. The

cannibalization of pans can improve aircraft availabilit. It spare parts are not a% ailahle

from supply. a serviceable part (one that is not broken) can be taken from an aircraft that

is already unavailable because of the failure of a different part. This serviceable pan can

then be used in the repair of another aircraft that is waiting on a pan from supply. The

cannibalization of a serviceable part from an already unavailable aircraft makes another

aircraft available. Without cannibalization, both aircraft would have been unavailable.

Thus. cannibalization can improve aircraft availability and should therefore be considered

in a realistic model.

This research has demonstrated that the system approach can be applied to FMS

reparable sparing and that it can be applied through the use of the ASM. The ASM was

demonstrated to be efficient in that it truys those parts that contribute the most to aircraft

availability. The ASM was also demonstrated to be economical in that it does not spend

more than a given dollar amount. The results of this research have demonstrated that

when compared with current techniques. the ASM is the inventory model to use in FMS

reparable sparing.

Recommendations

The equipment specialists. specifically Mr Tony' Castillo. at San Antonio Air Logistic,,

Center, F5 Technical Support. are currently looking into de~eloping a new ,,Nstem. similar

to IWIPS. that incorporates readiness based sparing. It is this author's reconmmendaiton

that the equipment specialists use the ASM with the data con'ersion program and user

interface developed in this re,,earch etort. The data c.n\erson prigram ,implitie, the

transk'r of data Irmi the IWIPS to the ASM. and (he u,,er interfacr all'.. v. hor ci in~ eulit

ui: Mt the data ckiint'."rr in prog,.zram and the •S•i I he l \S\l , . oud , riul \ idth- intme

LOU.1t 'e, '.'. ith re L (ir)III e d sti ' , k qut antltle.111 that .aiht e ptll, t it- ti(d ',. th%% th0't 111(-!1



constraints and with an assessment of how the stock quantities would affect their

performance (aircraft availability).

Recommendations for ftollow-on work include: determining a more efficient and

economical technique for computing requirements of consumable parts. incorporating

readiness based sparing into the Security Assistance Management Information System

(SAMIS). and developing a better forecast of the demands for parts.

The FMS data includes many consumable parts. This research effort excluded

consumable parts., primarily because readiness based sparing is not currently applied to

consumables. Consumable parts are usually very cheap parts that are bought in large

quantities at a specified reorder point. The complexity involved in computing optimal

stock level requirements for consumable items requires a different technique than the

marginal analysis technique of readiness based sparing models such as the ASM. Further

research should be conducted into how the US Air Force computes its consumable

requirements and how this computation compare, with the current readiness based sparing

models.

SAMIS is the primary data system containing [MS data. The data maintained by

SAMIS includes requisition data (past and present). country data. part data. and weapon

sNstem data. The data is tor all countries, all part.,. and all weapons systems involved in

I'S toreign military sales. The various FMS systems at the air logistics centers, such as

the IWIPS. are linked to SAMIS. SAMIS receives and maintains data from the various

FMS s%,,tems and also passes required data to other I'S Air Force systems, such as D0141.

the Recoverahle C(onsuumptiom Item,, Requirements System (reter to chapter ii. "Aircraft

.\\iulahillt Mdel'. The %tock level requirements trom sstems such as IWIPS are

passd l, .1)1)4 l and then used III the • tmptltatii• tit tht tixerall VS Air Fi 'ce

quirenivii int, It the st,,tk It'l requirement, passed thlugh S AMIS are Ilot ac;,urate. the

Vt'qA ire11 tIC1i •,illip t'td hi, 014 1 " I ll mit hit' jat uti c lu-urthei rt' airftl. llti (he

Itq~l Tlll IT'l t'! i•IrIC.. p sd,, lthrl,,t'Iih S,\\IIS t,,ilbd indkit et. it the .ilpplhiatiu n il rol adines



based sparing within SAMIS would be appropriate for ensuring the accuracy of all stock

level computations. Stock levels could be computed for all parts within SAMIS and then

passed onto the FMS systems at the centers, such as IWIPS. and the other US Air Force

systems, such as D041.

The demand rates used in this research were approximated using the part data that

was given (refer to Chapter HI. assumption 7). Demand data is essential to the

calculations pertormed within the ASM, so having accurate demand data is very

important. Since SAMIS maintains requisition data (past and present) for all FMS parts.

further research into the SAMIS requisition data could provide information on the

demands for parts. The requisition data may be of use in forecasting demands. providing

more accurate demand rates.



Appendix A: Computations ot Current FMS Reparable Sparing Models

Computational Foundation for Current Models (AFLCR 57-27)

There are four pipeline computations used in the calculation of the total initial spares

requirement for a part within AFLCR 57-27. The four pipeline segments include the base repair

pipeline, the base order and ship time (OST) quantity. the depot repair pipeline, and the base level

and depot level condemnation quantity (Department of the Air Force. 1991:28-29).

The average number of parts in the base repair pipeline is the base repair cycle quantity. The

base repair cycle

is the average time (in days) required to repair an item at base level, exclusive ot
days awaiting parts (AWP). In essence, a standard base repaur cycle consists of
minimum shop flow time and not more than I day tor moving the reparable from
point of generation to point of repair. (Department of the Air Force, 1991:530)

The base repair cycle quantity. then. represents the total number of parts at base level. These

parts are either repaired, or condemned. at base level:

Base repair cycle quantity = BRC • Peak FI - Q APPL DR • (I - NRTS) / 30 (1)

where
BRC= base repair cycle (in days)

Peak FH = peak monthly aircraft inventory - average operating
hours per month

Q = quantity per end item
APPL= application percent

DR = demand rate = total organization and intermediate
demand rate

= estimated failures per 100 flying hours
NRTS = I - base processing rate = percent of reparable

generations occuring at the base that are repaired at
the depot

I - NRTS = base processing rate = percent of reparable generatims
occurring at the base that are repaired at the base

The base OST quantity is the average number ot parts that have been requisitimned trum the

depot. These parts are either in-transit oIr awaiting transpilirtatin Inrhi tile depti t tih bth e h

Blase ()SI quartiti - )SiT Peak I'l ()QAIII I)R NRIS 0 1' 2



where
OST= base order and ship time (in days)

The average number ot parts in the depot repair pipeline is the depot repair cycle quantity.

The depot repair cycle "is the calendar time in days from date a reparable item is removed to the

date the item is made serviceable by a depot level repair activity, less dead storage and AWP item

at base or depot" (Department of the Air Force. 1991:530). The depot repair cycle quantity. then.

represents the number ot broken parts that will be repaired at the depot:

Depot repair cycle quantity =
DRC • Average FH Q • APPL • DR - NRTS / 3() (3)

where
DRC = depot repair cycle (in days)

Average FH = average monthly aircraft inventory•
average operating hours per month

The base level and depot level cmndemnation quantity is the average number of parts that will

be condemned at the base and the depot. The number ot parts condemned at the base is the

percentage of parts that, even though the base has the capability to repair, are damaged beyond

repair. The number of parts condemned at the depot is the percentage ot parts sent to the depot

for repair that are damaged beyond repair. Once a part is condemned at the depot a replacement

i, ordered from an outside supplier (issacson and others. i•98:7). It takes time for replacements

to arrive: this time is included in the calculation (if the total (base level and depot level)

condemnation quantity:

Base level and depot level condemnation quantity =

(3 + P('LT) Q ) APPL DR • Average Fi-I • I - NR'SI • BcInd

+ (NRIS) l)condl t4i

She re
P( I .T = proturemenil lead tinme = (he ,un i1 ,idmililtriti '. lead 11 tine

,and plV tdtl n lead l Ilt,
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The total initial spares requirement for a part is the sum of equations one through four

(Department of the Air Force, 1991:32). Note, this total initial spares requirement provides for

the item's procurement lead time and incorporates a three month safety level (3 + PCLT).

International Weapon Item Projection System (IWIPS)

The initial spares computations within the IWIPS are based on the computations within

AFLCR 57-27 (Mueller. 1992:unnumbered). These IWIPS computations are as follows.

The calculation of the base pipeline quantity within the IWIPS is very similar to the base

pipeline calculation within AFLCR 57-27 except that the base pipeline calculation within IWIPS

represents, only those parts actually repaired at the base. It excludes those parts condemned at the

base. The application percent (APPL). also. is assumed to be one:

Base pipeline quantity = Average FH - BRC / 30. f I - (NRTS + Bcond))
*DR.Q (5)

The average FH is the product of the average operating hours per month for one end article and

the total number ot aircraft. This number is then divided by 1WO "to tactor out program units in

I 00s o• hours" (Peterson. I 992:unnumbered).

The depot pipeline quantity % ithin the IWIPS is identical to that within AFLCR 57-27

assuming an applicatiol percent ot one:

Depot pipeline quantitý = Average FH DR('/ 3(0 NRTS - DR 0 (0Q

The calculation of the condemnation pipeline quantitN within the IWIPS I,, ,imltar Ii the

.alculatin tit the cmidemnratiiin quantit% %,lthin AFNIXR 57-27 except hir ,a dilteretk.e iii the

l tcu laltlliin lit hba. L t(I ldelllI lti In 1l't' hake c.•ildeI tllli llnl II atc" thln I W i ll'S l, ., •..i entlt.ct 41

ill t1 h iken p1art-, that art- he\ex d repllar at h '\t ' I III- hastt.+clmrieliirltim ii t ra ,lhlll \1 I( k

S- -- I, '.lthe It.he t ' Ict 't 1h'"1" briliken pait.1at the h .lte t1at awi 1 4lIII ind .\wri n *111

' . 11( 111 nnI I xinnv -n ' ii t 'li.It is plitI



The PGM MO is "the number of months support that are projected for during the spares buy"

(Peterson. 1992:unnumbered). Generally, the PGM MO is 24 months.

The total initial spares requirement is the sum of equations five through seven and a safety

stock level (Mueller. 1992:unnumbered). The safety stock level is:

V3. basic pipeline quantity

where

basic pipeline quantity = base pipeline quantity + depot pipeline quantity
+ condemnation pipeline quantity (Peterson,
1992:unnum bered)

The total initial spares requirement then is the sum of the basic pipeline quantity and the safety

stock level.



Appendix B: Computations Summary' for the ASM/IDS Computation

Table B-I. Computations Summary for the ASM/IDS Com putatio

RBS Computation FMS Cormputation Stock
NSN Pipeline Reqmt EBOs Remt EBOs Cost £ijg

2840011465636JF 0.35 3 0.00 1 0.00 258.67 2
2840011465637JF 0.35 3 0.00 1 0.00 226. 72 2
2840011465651JF 2.75 7 (0.0(1 3 0.51 3398.18 6
2840011465652JF 0.73 3 0.01 1 0.56 3279.78 2
284(0111465656JF 0.51 3 0.00 1 0.12 1169.09 2
2840011465657JF 0.75 4 0.00 1 0.20 1355.48 2
284001 1465735JF 1.05 1 0.39 1 0.39 7734.09 3
2840(01146748 IJF 0.46 3 0.00 1 0.10 679.80 2
2840011469387JF 0.82 4 0.00 I 0.28 850.84 3
2840011469390PR 0.00 0.0() 0.()(0 7630.24 2
2840011469391JF 1.08 5 0.00 1 0.45 296.11 3
2840011470468JF 0.70 4 0.00 1 0.00 704.00 2
284001 1470474JF 0.70 4 0.00 1 0.0()0 214.49 2
284(00111474566JF 16.38 28 0.0)1 16 2.04 230.68 24
2840()11161(0494JF 3.90 10( (1.00 4 0.75 607.40 8
28400111712515JF 2.15 8 0.00 2 0.63 256.47 5
284001117127201F 0.55 2 1 ,13 1 0.14 504.71) 2
2840011735492JF 0.54 2 (01.2 I 0.12 9290.87 2
284))))119()6881 PR 0.38 2 0.(()1 1 0.06 13043.85 2
2840011 906882PR 0.04 0 0.04 1 0(.) 43745.13 2
2840011906884PR 9.06 Is 0(.0 9 1. 10 1093.26 15
2X400)( 1906909PR 0.25 1 0.03 I 0.03 6579.64 2

284001 1909 I06 PR 0.25 2 0.00 I 0.03 4966.43 2
284011 1909262PR 1.35 5 0.00 1 01.59 2789.37 4
2x4oo•1 921)855PR 86.11 114 0.01) 85 3.85 132.87 105
2S400111 920874PR 1.0)7 I 01.41 I 01.41 73012.54 3
2X40i 1987361PR 0).87 4 1.00 I ).28 2275.25 3
2x400)( 1 I9X'•" 21R i).87 4 0.00) I ).28 1726.19 3
2840,1 9W) 2 1 0F 2.54 5 0).017 3 (1.43 745.91 0
2X414,)0 1t190545PR I 41 S ().)0) I ().(11 77().()6 4
2x4n,) I 19974Si PR 116 I l) ())) I Ii. X5 31)0 .74 7

2S41)(1I 21)111i11 12F R '102 2 (1 4' I . 17 8624,74 2
2 4'1 I I 2o,,4ISf7I 'R 141 Is 1o I 1) 1 1514 '1 4

"_'> 21 S 4 I'H I IS 4 ; IS f (1 48 S)I 4

,N4 I' 2 I 1S rlk ID~'I4 414 4~ I v,6 IS 1 '74



Table B-I. Ormputations Summary for the ASM/IDS Co)mlputati(In (continued)

RBS C(?mputation FMS Comiputatio(n) Stock
NSN Pipeline Reqmn EBOs Reqmt EBOs Cost -La

284()()12 I()5()99PR 2.10 6 ().() I 2 0.62 2584.20 5
2840012153604PR 0.45 3 0.00 I 0.06 2434.74 2
2840012153607PR 0.43 2 ().0)1 I (0).08 2829.28 2
284()()122183()3JF 2.73 6 0.03 3 0.55 13200.00 6
2,4()()122183()4JF 1.56 3 0. 10 2 0.29 1()30()().()0 4
2840012269004PR 0.86 3 0.1 1 0.28 3033.51
284001250687 1XN 0.52 I 0.12 I 0.12 28503.71 2
2840(12665905PR 0.66 0 0.68 I (0.19 44105.67 2
2840012823686PR 30.43 44 (1.02 3(1 2.48 3042.00 41
2840013076359PR 3.01 4 0.33 3 0.69 15848.00 6
2840013079562PR 1.26 1 (1.53 I 0.53 2500.00() 3
2840013079563PR 3.01 4 0.33 3 0.69 7139(j.37 6
2840013(079564PR 19.S9 29 0.05 20 1.71 320.00 29
284()()13()8()815PR 2.15 4 (). I() 2 0.63 17269.0(0 5
28400 1308084 1PR 0.62 2 0.03 I (0.16 3565.0(0 2
2840013085469PR 1.56 4 ().(63 2 0.31 3287.00 4
284()()13()8548()PR 1.26 3 0.05 I (0.55 15693.00 4
2840013085481PR 2.86 4 (1.27 3 0.60 "24"1 6

2840013085484PR 2.12 4 (0.17 2 1.33 47522.00 5
2840013085486PR 8.42 [7 0.0 ! x 1.54 1400.0(0 14
284(1013085487PR 2.34 2 1.03 2 2.30 152776.()() 5
2840013085488PR 7.898 I 0.11 8 1.04 325.82 13
284()0130(5489PR 4.80 12 0.(0() 5 (0.75 237.00 9
2840013(08549(0PR 33.25 49 ().()1 33 2.49) 304.00 45
2940013085491 PR 0.44 2 (O.!1 1 1.68 311661.14 2
284,1(013(086147PR 3.12 7 0(.02 3 (1.74 5()()().()(1 7

284()()113()861 ')PR 7.()4 13 0(.02 7 1.06 513.X4 12
28400I3(08617(0PR 3.52 9 0.00 3 1.()() 422.1() 7
284(0(01 30870)37PR (0.43 I 0.0(8 I ().()8 25L)4()W)(I 2
28400 13()87()38PR 1.54 3 (.)10 2 0.3 1 2496 1.(00 4
2S4()()13()87()46PR (u.43 I (1.08 I (.(08 31931).0( 2
28400131 )87605PR 1.55 3 1. H 2 ().31 15(m)(),o) 4
284()1)I,( S 5()61(R 7.04 14 ).(1 7 1(.0 293.50 12
2X400130)X5071PR 2K. 1(, 4() ).()4 28 2.18 24Y8.85 3()
284(01) ;()1() IIL) I R 2.86 0 2.91 1.2ir, 24556 A.o 1 6

2841)1)1 11)8•) S•9 R 3.0) II (1.(0 3 1.1)8 24 .85 7
2,s41) I ; 11407(4)R 2.6,4 4 ).21 411.49 14261 ("1 (1
28.4(111 I II ; ()4|'R 47. IS I I x M 10 90 4.11 I (11(7 (( 117
28•,41 w I ' I I ;X I SPk ')11 '2 I1 7 1'11I 91() . •6 9 I ) I !I )

2S41(( 1 1 i il 8) , k 212 So 24)(' 14 -111 (,2-1 I2' 1 2-42
2S'4I ;I 8'I ;(IP .2 '-1 1 liii) 1 1 (d I ; ;I)



Table B-1. Computatioms Summary for the ASMAIDS Computation (continued)

RBS Computation FMS Computation Stock
NSN Pipeline Reqmt EBOs Remit EBOs Cost fav2

2840013114795PR 25.73 39 0. 01 25 2.44 177().51 36
2840013114797PR 28.68 43 (.1)1 28 2.39 422.34 39
2840013117417PR 16.69 28 0. 01 16 2.03 304.00 25
2840013119046PR 1.03 1 (0.37 1 (0.37 51950.00 3
2840013119976PR 2.15 4 0.1(0 2 0.63 20160.00 5
2840013123481PR 25.74 35 0.09 25 2.39 777.00 36
2840013126039PR 26.03 38 0.03 26 2.04 2914.00 36
2840013129285PR 439.92 489 0.07 44(0 8.16 299.00 482
284t)13129286PR 505.44 549 0.23 505 8.99 609.00 550
28400l3187654PR 4.29 10 0. 0.1 4 ().)5 1244.62 8
2840013193709PR 3.93 4 (0.98 4 1.99 139701.25 8
2840013206433PR 3.09 2 1.35 3 1.45 174636.34 7
28400I3206832PR 0.77 2 0.05 I 0.21 25735.00 3
28400l3206833PR 0.76 2 0.06 1 (0.26 37251.00 3
2840013225347PR 1.54 3 o.10 2 0.30 11017.35 4
2840013225348PR 79.47 h7 1.22 79 4.26 4461.50 97
2840013225354PR 4.42 Q) 0.02 4 1.00 475.43 9
28400.3225357PR 2.00 3 0.21 2 0.53 41454.32 5
2840013226203PR 1.56 3 (.(10 2 0.31 14090.65 4
2840013226271PR (0.18 1 (1.0(1 i 0()1 5830(3.94 2
2840013226274PR 28.16 39 (),6 28 2.18 267.00 39
284((013226275PR 28.16 40 0.04 28 2.18 259.00 39
2840013226276PR 24.64 35 0.05 24 2.301 255.0(0 35
2840013234299PR 390.92 437 (0.0)8 386 10.89 299.0(1 430
284001 3372542PR (0.82 I (1.26 I (1.26 Il 1039.60 3
284()13392176PR 2.3(0 8 0.(0 2 ().68 175.34 5
2840013392177PR 4.74 13 0.00) 5 (0.84 179.65 9
2840013392178PR 1.58 7 0.0(0 2 0.35 I80.37 4
2840013392179PR 1.58 7 0.00 2 (0.35 183.24 4
2X400I3396l39PR 1.66 01 1.67 2 ().36 237103.75 4
2841)(0 13432465PR 1.68 I (1.88 2 0.37 13L)(171.25 4
2S400134708 I 8PR 3.74 6 0.15 4 0.67 13784.52 8
2X4(o 1?3470•I1 9PR 3.74 6 0..14 4 11.62 1380(6.0h S
2X4(m13470X37PR I.63 2 ().35 2 n1.35 i1)1744.13 4
284o) 13472190PR 17.81) 19 I 2) Is 1 62 IM913.18 2,
2S4(11(13472191 PR 1.66 2 (1.77 2 II I 168478.9 4
2S41 11347222)7t'R IR 1. 2 ('.58 2 ().OS I ,hsl 1 4

28o1 4722281PR I( o 1'~.4 I 25 ' ~217 -,27S
2x4,oI1 47,527PIR u,9 I l I ' t)( I2t)2'1)

2. ' "4i •,49t'i 2 •IPR s tI• • I , I, ' i2 iA2•" I"I



Table B-1. Computations Summary for the ASM!IDS Computation (continued)

RBS Computation FMS Computation Stock
NSN Pipeline Reqmt EBOs Reqmt EBOs Cost Ca

2840013511591PR 2.70 6 0.03 3 0.52 6661.09 6
2840013513397PR 3.03 3 0.70 3 (0.70) 79354.09 7
2840013513398PR 2.61 3 1.01 3 1.49 1510467.66 6
2840013574300PR 0.83 0 1.08 1 1.50 264527.94 3
2840013607971PR 1.52 4 0.02 I 0.72 13864.00 4
291501 1909267PR 4.18 11 0.00 4 0.85 329.95 8
29150 1920847PR 3.72 8 0.02 4 0.63 4186.01 8
2915012665925PR 12.00 23 0.00 12 1.26 194.62 19
2915013102142PR 12.64 22 0.(01 12 1.60 737.01) 20
2915013102881 PR 9.60 15 0.07 9 1.53 14389.0(0 16
29150131021883PR 7.41 15 0.0 1 7 1.28 591.00 13
29150I13102884PR 0.62 4 (0.00 1 0.16 589.00 2
29150131102888PR 10.68 17 0.05 10 1.65 9781.0)0 17
29150131()2891PR 3.72 6 0.14 4 0).63 43431.00 8
2915013105595PR 7.80 16 0).00 8 1.0(1 591.0(1 13
2915013432931PR 4.08 9 0.04 5 0.71 10554.51 9
2915013470854PR 3.43 9 (0.00) 3 0.94 1459.03 7
2915013548333PR 3.72 7 0.06 4 0.63 15622.85 8
2915013576591PR 4.05 4 0..80 4 0.80 126107.09 8
2915013581344PR 0.68 3 ((.01 I 0.19 2317.00 2
29250119()9213PR 3.42 7 0.04 3 0.94 7293.01 7
2925013(186220PR 1.72 5 0.(01 2 (0.381 2765.00 4
2925013093075PR (0.86 4 0.(A) I 0.28 1571.0(0 3
293501319500() 3.86 8 0,03 4 (0.69 8345.901
29950133072945PR 3.86 10 0.1(00 4 ().60 1532. 0 8
29'"5(1313(0342PR 3.86 7 (0.)7 4 (0.69 171 )2.56 8
2995013386479PR 3.86 9 01.111 4 0.69 3799.45 S
29950113568687PR 5-00 5 1.13 5 4.45 136535.89 9
3•hi0• 131179(173PR 2.22 5 01.114 2 1.67 I ;132.818 5
31M0I0•3()T17(7PR 13.(7 21 to.O3 I 1.49 5)32.10 201
3.04101 I99)7T,2PR 1.54 5 (.111 2 11.26 4471.25 4

31111 296 s 1). )l I (O6s 2S7S ., 3

3! 1 11 )M1409312J 7.64 1,, (IAM)1 095~ 5'411 ; H

II1 ) 1114 170 -138PR 8.7S 2( (10 1 1 11)4 211 (,2 Si

I I 1I0 114744,6XPR 8 Iq (6 '.0 .622 I692 88 4
I I ll t 14"4491FPR 1, I,5 in "i,7 '_. Th 2
11011 14744''oJF I.1 S i , I I ,S 2 " .4



Table B- 1. Computations Summary for the ASM/IDS Computation (continued)

RBS Computation FMS Computation Stock
NSN Pipeline Regmt EBOs Reqmt EBOs Cost -Cal

4710013093158PR 1.56 6 0.00 2 0.31 3 19.00 4
5930012154689PR 1.56 6 0.00 2 0.29 627.16 4
5998()13487546PR 6.28 1 0.05 6 1.12 5561.27 I1
5998013490589PR 6.28 11 0.05 6 1.12 5561.27 11
5998(1I3496077PR 6.28 11 0.05 6 1. 12 5561.27 11
5998013496078PR 6.28 11 0.05 6 1.12 5561.27 11
5998(013497545PR 6.28 11 0.05 6 1.12 5561.27 11
5998013537280PR 6.28 11 0.05 6 1.12 5561.27 11
5998013540550PR 6.28 i1 0.05 6 1.12 5561.27 11
5998013540551PR 6.28 1I 0.05 6 1.12 5561.27 11
5998013568819PR 6.28 II 0.05 6 1.12 7028.78 II
6130013542835PR 6.28 12 ().G2 6 1.12 2000.00 1!
668501113880175JF 1.36 5 0.0() 1 0.59 3150.00 4
66850 13080858PR 2.34 5 o.o5 2 0.76 9419.00) 5
6685013105587PR 5.85 12 0.01 6 0.88 3(091.00() 11
66950136330331PR 2.17 0 0.01 2 0.65 4242.2 5



Appendix C: Computations Sunmmar' LLr the ASM/IWIPS Computation

Table C- 1. Computations Summary tor the ASM/1WIPS Computation

RBS Computation FNIS Computation Stock
NSN Pipeline Reqmt EBOs Reqmt EBOs Cost Ca-2

284()(0))()l1(07()4RX 0.71/ 2 0.05 1 0.24 3590.67 3
284(00II(053844RX 1.56 4 0.03 2 0.31 1677.70 4
2X04(0()0)1067641RX 1.15 2 0.15 1 0.47 6087.43 3
284000()11116672RX 0.78 2 0.05 1 0.24 4926.87 3
284()00016(01685RX 0.78 2 0.05 1 0.24 4868.30 3
22840004934441RX 0.78 0 0.78 1 0.24 62469.99 3
284(00(5628()39RX 0.66 1 0.18 1 0.18 23896.16 2
2840)()'178(03486RX 1.89 2 0.48 2 0.48 164,43.40 5
2X40007'k)51ISO7RX 2.88 15 0.uO 3 0.6(0 0.()1 6
28400(17951513RX 0.78 2 0.05 1 0.24 5069.98 3
2840008323313RX (.39 1 ).(u7 0 0.39 15639.09 2
2S4()0(008635157RX 1.32 2 (.21 1 (.59 9755.24 4
2840008691 830RX 1.32 2 0.21 1 0.59 10949.59 4
284()(0)(9(08452()RX 0.78 2 ().(5 1 0.24 770-7.93 3
28-100091 19484RX 1.32 1 41.50) . 0.59 33142.12 4
28400011)9315747RX 1.56 4 01.3 2 0.31 1733.08 4
2840009874040 345.60 409 (0.011 346 7.07 21.38 383
2'84((1011)043187RX 0.78 2 0.05 1 ().24 4424.88 3
28401•10(048911 RX 0.78 2 0.05 ( 0.24 2969.46 3
2840 0I•0 53()5()RX 1.32 1 0.59 1 0.59 37331.42 4
2840)i(I()74233RX 1.32 1 0.59 1 0.59 20448.'() 4
2840I0)IlI352(03()RX (0.78 I 0.24 1 0.24 9961.88 3
2840010391I05RX 1.32 3 0.06 1 0.59 6278.08 4
2s4()) 100404257RX (.78 2 0.05 1 0.24 6133.09 3
2840(1I0(77()7()2RX 1.32 3 (0.06 1 0.59 -4467.86 4
284()(fll077(07(02SX 1.32 3 0.06 1 (0.59 4467.86 4
2X40()11 150305RX 2.3(( 5 0.04 2 (0.73 2316.65 5
2840011151441RX 2.30 5 0.04 2 0.73 1997.(03 5
2,4()0 11183603RX 1.32 2 (0.21 1 0.59 14436.33 4
2840(1132721,7RX 1.32 ( 1.32 I (0.59 134792.00• 4
2S41'0111327297SX 1.2, 0 1.2() 1 (0.5(0 1347 1 2.0(I
2841(1 II35565(RX 5.64 0.44 6 ((.77 144,6.33 I'0

2S4(m 12311I14 8RX 3.85 5 (0.36 4 (0.7(0 14578.22 S
284()FX 1.4s 7 ().00 ( (.48 .1 2
,S41 (A )\148 7 0((((0 ((.4N

284''S 1.48 7 (),()(1 1 4 'I
"s.48 )JA (1.1.s 74 HA 1,11

'.4



Table C- I. Computations Summary for the ASM/IWIPS Computation (continued)

RBS Computation FMS Computation Stock
NSN Pipeline ReQmt EBOs Regmt EBOs Cost C.in

2915001065464RX 4 6.1 8  62 0.(3 46 2.79 603.15 60
2915001436107RX (1.94 3 0.02 1 0.33 2440.65 3
29150(01436107S 0.38 2 0. 01 (1 0.38 2263.39 2
2915001679145RX 1.32 3 0.06 I 0.59 2714.02 4
2915004834282RX 1.32 3 0.06 1 0.59 3571.15 4
29150(17821759RX 9.22 18 0.0)1 9 1.31 200.91 15
2915(0(0871()0)42RX 58.8(0 81 0.(01 59 2.94 146.09 74
2915()(1896(0173RX 1.89 5 0.02 2 0.48 1654.02 5
29!5(0()9(192305RX 0.94 3 (1.02 1 0.33 1390.20 3
2()15()()9(099119RX 30.21 45 (I.(01 30 2.29 232.99 41
2915010139243RX 1.54 ( 1 1.53 2 0.30 53595.56 4
29150(10996143RX 0.77 I (.23 1 0.23 25850.85 3
2915()lll14,S2RX 1.54 I 0.75 2 (0.3) 38156.71 4
2925009970633RX 1.89 3 (0. 1h 2 0.48 10175.98 5
2935008573659RX 1.32 3 0.06 1 0.59 4623.86 4
29t95(0()475(0698RX 1.32 2 0.21 1 0.59 17127.85 4
2995009114336RX 1.32 3 0.06 1 0.59 6101.75 4
299501)9114336SX 1.32 3 0.06 1 0.59 6101.75 4
299510I(1074738RX 3.96 6 0.19 4 0.76 5894.43 8
2995011382303RX 0.48 1 0.I) 00 0.48 17127.85 2
31 1()()()18(73(17RX 7.20 13 0.03 7 1.15 1126.07 13
3 110)00)4011144()9RX 1.32 5 0.00 1 0.59 478.54 4
31 1000431602 i5RX 1.22 4 0.01 I (1.52 524.78 3
31I00((1618 1388RX 1.15 5 0.00) I 0.47 185.87 3
31 100i16181388SX 6.91 15 ((.00 7 0.99 185.87 12
31 10006185880RX 2.30 7 (0.00 2 (1.73 307.77 5
3 1100118254869RX 1.32 5 0.00 1 (0.59 149.94 4
3I110008256048RX 1.32 5 0.00 1 (0.59 204.32 4
31 I()()(oX256(048SX 1.32 5 (0.0(0 I 0.59 220.27 4
311 000)265078RX 1.32 5 0.0(10I (1.59 191.47 4
311()()(18265(178SX 1.32 5 (1.00 1 (0.59 212.61) 4
31100(8265079RX 1.32 5 0.00 1 (0.59 243.34 4
31I (l0(18349616RX 1.32 5 (0.0(1 1 0.59 165.70 4
3110008475136RX 1.32 5 0.00 1 0.59 337.54 4
31 i(1008938233RX 1.32 5 0(1.0 1 0.59 373.14 4
31 i00((19282285RX 1.56 6 (1.0111 2 (0.3(0 268.53 4
31 i()(1)998932RX 1.32 5 0.00 I (0.59 243.34 4
311 0((09898932SX 1.32 5 0.00(1 I 0.59 243.34 4
432(00)7371397RX 1.89 4 (0.0(6 2 ((.48 36(17.23 5
4320((0917(1844RX 1.89 3 (0.18 2 ((.48 7334.61 5
432()()((917()844SX (0.77 2 (0.015 1 ((.23 7334.61 3

85



Table C- 1. Computations Summary for the ASM/IWIPS Computation (continued)

RBS Computation FMS Computation Stock
NSN Pipeline Regmt EBOs Reqmt EBOs Cost .L4

4320010423944RX 1.32 3 0.06 I 0.59 506N.26 4
4320010423944S 1.32 3 0.06 1 0.59) 5068.26 4
4Y i10008668132RX 2.30 4 0.13 2 0.73 5318.32 5
4Y,2()(001689832RX 3.78 7 0.06 4 0.66 2084.90 8
48200()071()0)849RX 1.56 5 0).01 2 0.31 720.43 4

48211111f7100978RX 1.56 5 0.01 2 (1.31 757.101 4
53110008057553RX 62.21 77 0).11 62 3.22 1534.67 78
66201107852251 1.32 3 0.06 1 0.59 3315.09 4

8'6
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